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COLLECTOR Back at home on the receiving end , Fox considered his cousin one of



at Newmarkt races was



nature' s impossible charmers . " O ( all the blackguards" he had ever met with ,



tutors and parents



.



Darwin was "the greatest , " he cried aher some preposterous request "What



.



Rege !



pleasantly enough betwel



deuced goodnatured fellows your friends must be : '



London season; prospecl



Actually it was Fox- himself the most good- natured of men - who brought



later castigate in a parish



out the best in Darwin . During those Cambridge terms and for some years



aristocrats squandered tl



afterwards , the two of them were very alike in their ideals and aspirations ,



sedate than these , never



mutually supportive in their intention to take Holy Orders , each comfortable



obliged by the examinati



with the idea of becoming a country parson , ]/astly amused by their largely



Officially, he was regi



imaginary search for prospective parsonage wives , and united in groaning



usual preliminary for th



about the hard book- work they needed to do when so many alluring natural



and the focus of much ~



.



They shared their lives with



mathematicians went in



unfeigned pleasure , right down to the complicated system of loans and



syllabus included elemer



history exploits were calling over the fens



bacbpayments which were offset against natural history expenses and bills



theology, or eviahnsces o,



from Cambridge grocers that they devised in 1818 and that taxed their



Palsy , and one or two cl



nonmathematical minds with a vengeance for several years aherwards . Luck-



gave him pleasure , as it



ily for the local shopkeepers , Fox could add up a shade more efficiently than



arguments , the written e



Darwin



d of their liyes .



" was the aly pan of th



Fox , in effect , became the man that Darwin never was , for if Darwin , instead



"



believe , was the least( When theof moment



of seizing the chance of joining the Beagle expedition , had stuck to his



father' s new plan of entering the church , he would have become just like his



requirements asked of I



cousin , both in his future responsibilities as a country- loving gentleman-



after several weeks of h



parson and in the same open- hearted , inquiring personality that found



" Little- Go , " in popula



fulfilment in hosts of children , relatives , and animals , keeping abreast with



earlier in the decade: I



scientific journals , making a few experiments in the garden and poultry yard ,



their finals Still , John



(



.



.



and reminiscing about gallops through the Cambridgeshire countryside Fox



he would take the ex ;



though neither of them suspected it at the time , became a mild hypo-



very civilly," Darwin r



chondriac of the Darwinian kind; there was a long and increasingy con-



me that he was one of



.



that they were determi



too



,



tented run of letters in their middle age about the poor state of their health



When not ill enough themselves , there were always the children' s problems



previous examination o



,



to talk about . When we look at Fox it is possible to see what Darwin could



all idle men ?



.



have been , what he at first intended for himself The mirror image never fully



"



Similarly scared by



faded .



:



,



1830 at Cambridge ' he threwconcer himse



"



came through the cor



Apart from his meeting Fox , the most striking aspect oi Darwin ' s career at



i"



surprise to discover I



Cambridge University was the total lack of any engagement with academic



"jii i; i



wilo did not go in f( George Simpson , " I



ii iJil ~



leading man , knowin The main focus o



III



,



.



work His time was wasted as far as conventional studies were concerned , he



_



said , as completely as at Edinburgh and at school . This was not altogether unusual . The universit]



was then so



lax that spending three years fishing or



;



~



.
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well- developed natural history interests



at



and sporting enthusiasms that ran to fox- hunting , riding , and shooting , and



s)



He was already armed with several



undiluted enjoyment was uppermost in his mind . To this he gave his whole hearted attention



.



" I live almost entirely with Fox , " he told Erasmus in his first term . Mornings began with lectures and tutorials up to ten o ' clock , after which the



two invariably met for a late breakfast in Fox's rooms . The meal was a substantial mutton - chop- and- pudding affair involving a good deal of friendly gossip interrupted every now and then by dogs under the table or the arrival of hungry friends and animated discussions about stuffed birds or grocer's bills needing to be paid . From then until evening chapel (which was routinely followed by a formal dinner in hall and the traditional locking of the college gates) , they were free to pursue their own inclinations



.



w



Their days were accordingly filled with that special blend of lazy activity



S



peculiar to students . " Cambridge, I find , is one of the few places , where if



w



you anticipate a great deal of pleasure you do not find yourself disappointed , "



sc



.



Darwin mused He and Fox walked for miles in the countryside , browsed in



ri (



the Cambridge print- shops , and visited the Fitzwfiliam Gallery, the university' s



m



private art museum , where Darwin rhapsodised over Titian' s Venus, no



as



doubt teasing Fox that parsonage wives were never quite so voluptuous . The



b(



smell of the varnish and the way the nudes were hung behind curtains gave the two of them a quietly salacious thrill



.



m



Fox encouraged Darwin to think seriously about music , particularly cho-



ral works, which they diligently sought



out in Cambridge chapels : " I have at



last got a very decided taste for music , "



ar m



he boasted one June . "When Roper



Tr



was here we had a concert from morning to night: his visit here was very



H



pleasant as it is quite delightful to hear anyone sing with such spirit , 8(



th



."



excellent good taste ' z Following up this new interest , Darwin went to hear



th



.



as



Malibran sing in Birmingham in 181p " Words cannot praise her enough , "



Fox read afterwards , " a person 's heart must have been made of stone not to have lost it to her? '



ve



At other times Fox joked about Dash ' s tail , exchanged snuff- boxes with



in :



him , laid bets on the outcome of the final examinations , and scolded him for



in '



outlandish " humbug" and his tendency for " making speeches ? ' They were



dy



both thoroughly idle . " I am leading a quiet everyday sort of a life ; a lithe oi



an



id ,



Gibbon' s history in the morning & a good deal of Van John [ vingt- et- on,



blackjack] in the evening



.



This with an occasional ride with Simcox 8(



ex



constitutional with Whitley, makes up the regular routine of my days ? ' 13



Fox also introduced Darwin to the one subject that fired his imagination



,



,



,



through the long carefree university days : not Latin or Greek to be sure for



Darwin shamefacedly admitted that he



did nothing in these subjects " except



ii



w;



ii it



ea



i:



nu



:



;



j:f



:!



~



to,



'



n Idle Sporting Man"



gg



~



attend a few compulsory lectures"; nor mathematics , the other branch of the syllabus , which he avoided whenever possible



He introduced him to beetles



.



.



No pursuit at Cambridge was followed with nearly so much eagerness or gave me so much pleasure as collecting beetles . It was the mere passion for collecting , for I did not dissect them and Direly compared their external



characters with published descriptions, but got them named anyhow.



. . . No



poet ever felt more delight at seeing his first poem published than I did at seeing in Stephens' Illustrations ofBritish Insects the magic words , "captured



.



by C . Darwin , Esq " two held dear. They spent hours



Entomology united all the pleasures the



walking together over the watery college " backs" and further south to Trumpington and Grantchester, poking around in the leaves under the



willows , dogs at their heels , occasionally letting out a murmur of delight as some odd insect was spotted and carried off in triumph to Fox ' s rooms ; or riding out to local beauty spots searching for different kinds of terrain that might hide rare specimens , able to admire the scenery or jump a ditch or two



as they went , and stopping in a country inn on their return to look over the booty



.



Several other similar- minded students were drawn by the evident amusement involved and joined their breakfast deliberations in Christ ' s , although



apparently not always as fervently as Darwin , who was ready to ride out at a moment ' s notice to scour some suggested new locality . Albert Way of



Trinity College , later an archaeologist of some repute , and William Strong



Hore , of Queens' , were two such insect - chasing enthusiasts . Way captured the jolly combination of sport and science in scratchy pen sketches made at the time



.



" Go



it Charlie ! " a top - hatted young naturalist was exhorted ,



astride his beetle .



Intellectual stimulation ran just as high . The cousins took their collections



very seriously, industriously pinning out specimens on boards and consult-



ing textbooks and other entomologists about names- two or three of their



.



investigations rising to standards as high as any museum might expect " I am



dying by inches , " cried Darwin to Fox during the holidays , " from not having any body to talk to about insects : ' He went on to list all the possible



.



identities of beetles caught near Shrewsbury " I was not fully aware of your extreme value before I left Cambridge . I am constantly saying ' I do wish Fox



was here . '



...I



have taken 3 species of Coccinellae , one the same as Hoar



took in the Fens , which you said was rare , 8( another with 7 white ! marks on tech elytron .



lumber.



...



. . . Do



you want any of the Byrrhus Pillula ? I can get any



I should not send this very shamefully stupid letter, only I am



CoLLector
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very anxious to get some crumbs of information about yourself 8( the



subscribing to on



insects ? " 4



James Stephens ,



Two weeks later he was asking , " is this a Cychrus ? I make it so by



naturalist who



.



Museum .



Lamarck " Talking of the science I must tell tell you , that since beginning this letter, I



As his knowl



think , sir, upon my soul sir, I will take my oath sir, ( as Way would say) , that



colltact witil St



.



I have discovered , that I possess a valuable insect , viz Melasis Flabellicomis ,



moth captured



as the description & habits in Samouelle 8( Lamarck perfectly agree .



London expert



- look and see what Samouelle says , " once taken in Norfolk by Curtis" 8( c 8( c . ; also 1 have taken



1



J.



C.



coup for a hey



new Elaters ; one with reddish brown



.



gloated in a le



.- Also , have



At the sam



II; also a small black



other collectc



elytra , the other with yellow elytra , red thorax dc black head



taken Tritonla Bipustulatum , vide Samouell . PI



.



Byrrhus , with brownish band across the back; also a small Silpha , with a red spot on each elytron; also have twice ! SEEN ! the Bombylius Minor, but



; fi ' ". 2 ~ (



a



c



sc ~



hl ! s !p



curses on my clulhsiness missed catching them . ' 5



All the reference books cited- Lamarck, Curtis , and Samouelle - were the most authoritative entomological texts available : the budding entomologist



.



~



J~l ~



as a curate part of the



;



,



visiting 5hrewsbury His autobiographical protestations notwithstanding he



cared gready about the accuracy of his beetle names . " It is quite absurd how



became th ,



-



their rivals'



i



interested I am getting about the science : '



Darwin '



: :i :



ways for t



often did , ~



IV For university students , the two were remarkably knowledgeable and active



i



: '



in pursuing their hobby . Very little was known at that time about local insect



: : : '



populations in Britain , for there were few standard collections in public



paniculal



labourer



large baI



hands , and only piecemeal descriptions of particular groups or localities



:i



which r



:



species



:i



The



'



appeared in natural history journals and books . In fact , the exotic entomol -



i



ogy of the tropics was better documented than any regional beetles from



j



5hropshire or Cambridge . Identifications were also necessarily shaky before



~ iii



on tear



ii: i



hand .



of inexpensive steel engravings in illustrated books and magazines around



ij jj



I popp



1840 , and even then they were always open to revision by other naturalists .



:



' ii



There was plenty of scope for persistent young men to find new species



:



i



the standardisation of species names was attempted in 1841 and the advent



;



among the willows or to amend expert opinion .



':



The problem was how to ' know when they reached that point . Many of



i



:



i



83os , as printing technology became more sophisticated , drew their mate-



.



:



some spit tl not



~



the new natural history periodicals that began to appear in the 181os and



rial from enthusiasts just like Darwin and Fox , specialising in reporting



c



1



5coring a vi



must have worked his way carefully along Dr. Darwin' s library shelves while



I



~



9



on to cage:



~



D and



British animals and plants recently identified or located The journals fre-



of i



quently printed lists of species as a guide for other collectors . Darwin began



per



t



.



:



;



'



n Idle Sporting Man"
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~ subscribing to one such entomological work published in irregular parts by James Stephens , an employee of the Admiralty in London and a keen naturalist who assisted in classifying the insect collection of the British Museum .



As his knowledge and confidence increased , Darwin established personal contact with Stephens , eventually sending him thirty- four beetles and one



moth captured in Cambridge . Although the species were well known to



London experts , none had previously been recorded in Cambridge : quite a coup for a beginner.



" You will see my name in Stephens' last number, " he



gloated in a letter to Fox . At the same time he started comparing and exchanging specimens with other collectors , fully aware of the gentlemanly ethos of a free interchange of



scientific information but secretly possessive and competitive about building up his own collection . One minor capture , he conceded to Fox , was not strictly necessary, but



"I



am



dad of it if it is merely to spite Mr Jenyns . "



Scoring a victory over Leonard Jenyns- a Cambridge graduate living locally as a curate and much respected in university natural history circles - was all



.



part of the excitement These private collections and Stephens's publication



became the sources against which the cousins evaluated their own - and their rivals' - rapidly accumulating specimen boxes . Darwin' s competitive thrust made him particularly successful in devising ways for trapping little - known insects . Looking under the bark of trees , as he ohen did , or examining the soft areas of old river posts or dead logs was not



particularly unusual



.



.



Something else drove him on further " I employed a



labourer to scrape during the winter, moss off old trees and place [ it] in a



large bag , and likewise to collect the rubbish at the bottom of the barges in



which reeds are brought from the fens , and thus I got some very rare species ?



"



6



The same craving for rarities characterised his own endeavours . " One day on tearing off some old bark , I saw two rare beetles and seized one in each



hand; then I saw a third and new kind , which I could not bear to lose , so that I popped the one that I held in my right hand into my mouth . Alas it ejected



some intensely acrid fluid , which burnt my tongue so that I was forced to



spit the beetle out , which was lost , as well as the third one : ' ~ 7 That beetle did not want to be caught , he laughed afterwards: insects could never be relied



.



on to do what was expected Strong nerves and determination , he discovered



eagerly, were an integral part of the collecting process . Darwin's preoccupations were not entirely idiosyncratic or isolated . He



and his entomological friends stood on the threshold of the great explosion of interest in popular natural history that characterised the early Victorian .



1



1



1



:



period : the period when seashells , ferns , minerals , insects , flowering plants ,



110
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seaweeds , fossils , birds , and all conceivable natural curiosities were collected



aid



for pleasure and lovindy arranged in private cabinets or used for decorating



mal



household objects , and when amateurs and experts



mo



an astonishing range of



st . J



operated on a singe scale as yet barely subdivided by professional qualifi-



.'



It was as feasible for Mary Anning , the daughter of a shopkeeper in



his i



Lyme Regis , to collect and recognise an entirely new fossilised creature



tion



cations



8



,



Philip



T



Henry Gosse , Charles Kingsley, and the Duchess of Portland to seek out



was



attractive sea anemones and shells , or for twined university personnel like



" wi ,



( eventually named IchthyosaMrw ) in 18 r r as it was for George Eliot



Grant and Jameson to sail round the Firth of Forth gathering sponges to



begil



.



dissect Despite rigid social divisions which created insurmountable barriers



To a



to movement between the classes based on these hobbies alone , the subject



popc



matter was not irrevocably compartmentalised into what could be called "high "



labot



and "low" science - the esoteric nd the strictly popular. Collecting



take



~ techniques and the underlying zest for accumulating specimens were much



the same throughout



(



Tl



.



in thl



Even so , Darwin did not rest until he had thoroughly mastered the



accon



subject . Insects were notoriously difficult to catch before the practice of



sporti



sugaring trees came into common use , and other implements like candle



carriel



traps and nets were rudimentary



.'



9



Ambitious naturalists had to develop a



ditche



sixth sense about where to surprise the arrest quarry, to the point of shaking



alone



putrid autumn fungi to spill out their occupants or searching for the fresh



Harbo



hollow tree that might indicate a bees' nest . " I can



bridge



sawdust in the bole of a



remember the exact appearance of certain posts , old trees and banks where I



Eor mo



made a good capture ," said Darwin , who relished these practical challenges .



like Da



One rare Fenland beetle called Panagaeus crux major gyve him a " Eamous



" polo I



chace" out by Whittlesea Mere , and several oE the university' s naturalists ,



r 819 , '



among them , were quick to pay a call to see it pinned out on



holoris



Leonard Jenyns



.



a board in his rooms Another time he buried a snake in order to dig it up



again a Eew weeks later Eor the chance oE Einding some flesh- eating insects



Soon a



.



Fox pl ;



Much to Jenyns's surprise , Darwin produced a bag- net one summer in



Entomc



Cambridge . " He occasionally came over to me at my Vicarage , 8( we



Eor I de



entomologised together in the woods of Bottisham Hall- he sweeping the



In thi~



long grass 6( weeds with a great canvas bag net in a most vigorous way- an



relationt



implement I had not been in the habit oE using myseIE? ' lo



the tim (



Along with the nets came tin cases and pasteboard boxes Eor getting the



routines



catch saEely home (glass bottles still carried a prohibitive tax after the



was diff



Napoleonic Wars as well as being breakable) and , for some , a cork- lined top



'



have- an



;i ;



oE a coll



;;



.



hat to pin insects into direct Erom the Eield Darwin' s enthusiasm Eor gadgets



:



and interesting equipment would have been enough to guarantee buying one



)



;



j.



through



1



House ,



of these hats iE they were available in 1818 , but this particular entomologicaljf : ;;; ';



ja i



;g



~



~



aid was not marketed until a little later in the century; and by then he was a married man with all collecting urges sated by the voyage of the Beagle. His



.



mouth and tin box would have to do Anyway, explained Thomas Butler o1



.



St John' s , Darwin liked to keep specimens alive until he got home , although his partiality for collecting carnivorous beetles usually ended in the demolition of the rest of his catch



.



The overall effect of this eccentric behaviour and curious paraphernalia was a strain of upper- class theatricality running through British entomology .



"With all your implements about you , " Kirby and Spence warned the beginner in 18z6 ,



" you



will at first be stared and grinned at by the vulgar? ' 2



'



To avoid some of the probable embarrassment , William Swainson , another popular natural history author, recommended employing small boys or a



labourer to carry the equipment (presumably walking a few steps behind) and take on some of the drudgery .



This , Fox and Darwin regularly did . " Marco Polo ," as he was nicknamed in their letters , was hired many times in the space of several months to accompany the two college gentlemen as guide and bagman



.



He was "a



sporting sort of guide who went by the name of Marco Polo , because he carried a leaping pole with a flat board fastened at the bottom for leaping the ditches : ' u Once he was familiar with their needs , he was paid to collect



alone when the students were otherwise engaged . Mr. Baker, Mr. Aiken , Mr. Harbour, and a street- trader known only as the Pieman were other Cam -



bridge figures who supplied their entomological services to undergraduates for money . This out- work system was so acceptable to rich young collectors like Darwin that they grumbled when their labour force failed in its duties .



"Polo has not brought me many insects lately, " Darwin complained in April I8zg ,



" but the Pieman has brought me a great many, inter alia Chalaenius



holoriseus : ' The Pieman helped fill three of his collector's specimen boxes



.



.



Soon afterwards , Polo rebelled " I told Polo to collect ," Darwin informed



Fox plaintively , " but I am afraid he will never do much more as an



Entomologist , he is grown far too idle . You had better try your hand at him , for I despair? ' l3



In this peremptory way , steeped within the traditional master- and- servant relationships of the world of manners occupied by university gentlemen of the time , Darwin came to establish the foundation of his later collecting



.



routines The convenience of having an attendant so near at hand , he found ,



was difficult to give up once experienced



.



Ever afterwards he liked to



have- and was prepared to pay for- someone to carry out the menial aspects of a collector's duties , a refection of his social position that lasted right



through the Beagle experience to his subsequent occupations at Down House , where a whole series of helpers , including Darwin's butler, the village



CoLLector
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children , and numerous contacts established for the purpose among the lowly shopkeepers , zoo attendants , gardeners , and laboratory assistants of



Victorian natural history were paid to collect or do things for him . His researches were almost always a collective - hierarchical - enterprise in this



.



sense There were always other people hidden behind Darwin' s immediate



achievements . Sitting on the edge of a rock in Wales he inadvertently revealed this



.



particular aspect of his life to come During the university holidays , a friend



said , Darwin " shot any bird on wing below him ,



which he wished to secure ,



and the guide who was at the foot of the Cliff had to pick it up , and carry it



.



home for preserving " z4 These Cambridge collecting days showed his fierce desire to outshine others in scope and ingenuity, and the beginnings of a methodical system of



making full use of every available avenue of support



.



V Most of Darwin ' s university contemporaries were indulgent allies in his scientific researches and entertainments alike



.



" Have you bottled any more



beetles , or impaled any butterBies ? " inquired Henry Matthew from a garret



in London , where he was trying to make his name as a literary figure after



sl



,th ,



graduation . A witty, profligate individual already sent down from Oxford



f



who survived only a year at Trinity before transferring to Sidney Sussex ,



Ra



Cambridge , Matthew acquired an illegitimate child and an unwanted wife in the process



.



Darwin was " rather fascinated " by him in the same way as



wa wo



Thackeray fell under his spell . Matthew recited Shelley ' s poems to Darwin in



ob



his rooms and was delighted by the sympathetic response he received from



ciatl ~



this " most humanised of Insect killers ? ' For his part , Darwin loyally gave



untl



Matthew money under the disguise of a loan



.



Other college friends spoke warmly of Darwin' s genial temper and appetite for a whole host of subjects , the scientific ardour jostling noisily with his



sporting and artistic fervour. He was fond of strong expressions like "by the



lookpatiel leame



Lord Harry " and "beyond belief, " prided himself on his good horsemanship



cultur



(keeping a hunting horse at Cambridge as well as Fox 's dog during his final



impon



year) , wondered briefly if he had got into a " dissipated low- minded" set, and



values



liked a drink or two with a competitive game of vingt- et- un to follow . He



lasted i



spent his father's money freely .



Londor



Of these friends , Darwin was closest to quiet, clever, mathematical Whifley,



a sense -



formerly of Shrewsbury School and aherwards top of the Cambridge honours



The I



examination list , with whom he walked and talked in the same intimate



on Darw



manner as he once had with Fox . "I see a good deal of him , " he told



to match



Erasmus, "and like him very much . " More often than not, however, the wish



inSuentia



n 114



ltl



-



C0LLECTOR



III By then , Darwin was ready to seek out a mentor. All his early life had been spent in the accommodating shadow of some older, more knowledgeable



figure , graduating from the all- encompassing spell of his father, by no means



the ogre of post- Freudian considerations , to that of his brother Erasmus in the homemade chemistry lab and anatomical theatre , and thence to Robert



~



Grant in Edinburgh and Fox at Christ' s . Other older people hovered protectively in the background : jolly Mr. Owen of Woodhouse , Caroline and Susan Darwin , and his silent but understanding Uncle Jos . Each of these nurtured



different aspects of his character and continued to do so , for Darwin was not



.



a man who could ever stand completely alone His early life was characterised



by a constant need for this kind of quasi- parental support , and he often felt most comfortable in the company of older people who drew him out and encouraged him to shine . They , in return , may have warmed to his unstinting youthful appreciation . Darwin' s greatest gift at this time was not so much the



ability to understand nature' s secrets ,



if he had it to any degree as an



undergraduate , but a capacity to identify the people capable of giving and inspiring in him the loyal affection he desired . On such affections his



ultimate success as a naturalist depended .



.



He soon became deeply attached to Henslow The admiration was total ,



leading him from a dedicated attendance at successive botany courses , rivalled only by Babington in his persistence over the years , to a request for private tutorials in mathematics before his finals ; and from a grateful acknowl-



edgement of Henslow ' s attributes as a teacher to enthusiastic declarations to Fox that " he is quite the most perfect man I ever met with ? ' He had never



.



come across anyone he would so much like to emulate in later life "The



more I see of him the more I like him ? ' Crucial to the unprecedented intensity of this attachment was a passing occasion which illuminated all of Henslow ' s



perceived qualities and brought



out a stark contrast between him and Darwin ' s



only other comparable



scientific acquaintance , Robert Grant . The two men , Darwin decided , could hardly be more different . The incident , moreover, crystallised feelings which for the most part had run unacknowledged until then . It was a watershed in his emotional life generally unremarked by historians



Henslow ,



like



.



Grant , was fully aware of the advantages of using micro -



scopes to investigate the cellular structure of organisms and was himself just as much inclined towards a functional interpretation of tissues as Grant ,



although he , unlike the Scotsman , believed in the ultimate authority of God' s



laws . For Henslow , it was perfectly possible to incorporate the radical materialist " philosophical anatomy " of French anatomists into a conven -



tional natural theological context .



The Professors



25



~



He consequently required his students to pay attention to the minute anatomy of plants in botany lessons and to examine the sexual organs and process of fertilisation - only recently and partially disclosed by Giovanni



.



Amici 's and Robert Brown's researches - under a hand lens or microscope It is more than likely that Henslow also told his students about the fierce debate initiated by Brown over the nature of the granular material visible in pollen grains in relation to reproduction and the definition of life .



" Henslow's



observations seemindy confirmed Adolphe Brongniart's assertion that some of this granular material was analogous to the spermatozoa in animals and



.



carried the necessary informatiori for inheritance Brown strongly disagreed . Functional investigations like these were bound to intrigue Darwin , particularly in the way they dovetailed with his previous interest in the reproduction of simple marine animals . He believed himself Only adept in microscopical



work; and his discoveries about the fertilisation of Fl



stra (itself very like a seaweed , although actually an animal) and the leech ~Pontobdella can only



have encouraged him to think that plants offered some of the same novelties bearing on important questions about life and reproduction . Certainly as soon as he possessed a microscope , through his friend



Herbert 's generosity, he turned to his former Edinburgh notebook in which



the small successes from the Firth of Forth were recorded and began adding new observations on the pollen and cellular structure of geraniums and orchids - clearly working out on his own some of the points raised under Henslow' s botanical instruction . lo He may even have begun to ponder the



discrepancy between Grant's assertion that plants and animals were joined by an intermediate group called zoophytes , identified by the release of motile



"eggs" during sexual reproduction , and Henslow's conviction- firmly delivered



in the opening lecture of successive botany courses - that the chemical properties of plants and animals showed how they were categorically sepa-



rate beings



.' 2



Only one of them could be right . Which one, Darwin wondered .



And when Henslow set the class to observe plant fertilisation , Darwin diligently applied himself Whilst examining some pollen- grains on a damp surface I saw the tubes exserted , and instantly rushed off to communicate my surprising discovery



to him . Now I do not suppose any other Professor of Botany could have



helped laughing at my coming in such a hurry to make such a communication . But he agreed how interesting the phenomenon was , and explained



its meaning , but made me clearly understand how well it was known ; so I left him not in the least mortified , but well pleased at having discovered for myself so remarkable a fact , but determined not to be in such a hurry again to communicate my discoveries . l2



Inadvertently, he found himself in the middle of a replay of seeing FI



Iwae move



across a watch - dass



ilamWUllllllulll I 11Y1111111Y1 ~



.



stra



This time , however, the outcome ~was
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.



completely reversed There was no trace of the sudden professional jealousy



that so shocked him when he rushed with similar excitement to Grant: no hint of the cold withdrawal indicating that a pupil' s work was in reality owned by the teacher, no string of sarcastic remarks covering a beginner with confusion . Darwin never forgot the generosity Henslow showed at that



moment , all the more vivid for his being saved from certain embarrass-



.



ment Henslow' s benevolence was unbounded , he said later, a whole world



.



apart from Grant ' s possessive appropriation of nature ' s curiosities In circumstances almost exactly paralleling his former dance with discovery ,



.



Henslow protected where Grant attacked "He had a remarkable pourer of making the young feel completely at ease with him



. . . . Nothing



could be



more simple or cordial and unpretending than the encouragement he afforded .



. . . however



absurd a blunder one might make , he pointed out



clearly and kindly that one left him in no way disheartened , but only



.



determined to be more accurate next time In short , no man could be better



formed to win the entire confidence of the young , and to encourage them in



their pursuits ? ' z3 Henslow was everything Darwin hoped a scientific mentor could be , the antithesis of the once - admired friend who provided an unwelcome introduction to the " jealousy of scientific men ? '



IV Henslow' s evening parties provided Darwin with plenty of other opportuni-



.



ties to discover more about the ethos of Cambridge men The professors he



met there and the way they talked and walked with him meant a good deal in personal terms and helped direct his aspirations towards the standards they publicly adopted for themselves . Henslow, he came to realise , was only one of several notable men reshaping the university



.



In general , these academic reformers were members of St . John's and



Trinity, the largest , richest colleges in Cambridge and the two least dominated by the aristocracy



.



"Johnians" active in Darwin' s day included a



number of influential figures , among them Henslow; John Haviland , professor of medicine between 1817 and 18 5



I



; and John Herschel , the mathemati-



cian and astronomer who although living elsewhere played a central role in developing a new curriculum for the university and in enhancing government cooperation with practising natural scientists and philosophers



.



Trinity produced a more pugnacious field: George Pryme , the subversive



classics scholar whose first action aher graduation was to offer unofficial lectures in political economy and who triumphed in 1818 when the University Senate was forced to establish a chair for him in that subject; James Henry Monk , Regius Professor of Greek , who insisted classics should



be
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made an honours examination subject in 181t; Adam Sedgwick , the first of



ional jealousy



to Grant: no



the Cambridge men known as the "Northern Lights , " a bluff Yorkshireman



as in reality



and liberal Andican priest whose only preferment was the canonry at



lg a beginner



Norwich , and whose rapprochement between geology and religion helped



"



howed at that



create much of the early- nineteenth - century view of the natural world ;



in embarrass -



William Clarke , professor of anatomy; Joseph Romilly, the university registrar,



whole world



fond of smoking cigars and discussing politics " till one in the morning , "



I



Jsities . In cir-



young enough to be bewitched by Sedgwick' s



ith discovery ,



bet on the outcome of the chancellor' s medals , and get " awfully pigeoned ";



" fascinating Miss Clarke , "



to



able power of



Richard Sheepshanks , George Peacock , and George Biddle Airy (the " professor



Sing could be



of stars , " in Romilly's admiring words) , mathematicians and astronomers of



Iragement he



great significance in British science in midcentury ; Julius Hare and Connop



Thirlwall , sprightly German scholars whom Leonard



(



led , but only pointed out



*



Ienyns once saw leaping over a ditch at the bottom of his garden; Thomas Spring Rice , a Trinity



ould be better



graduate of 1811 , secretary of the treasury in Grey ' s Whig ministry and



lurage them in



chancellor of the exchequer in Melbourne' s ; and William Whewell , the most



could be , the



succession to Henslow and destined to be the central figure in the academic



brilliant of the "Northern Lights , " at that time the professor of mineralogy in '



rerouting of nineteenth - century Cambridge .



ome introduc -



The son of a master carpenter from Lancashire , Whewell was a large , physically powerful man , so burly he was once or twice mistaken for a



.



prize - fighter, with a brusque , energetic manner to match In politics , unlike



the others , he was ostentatiously Tory, but this did not impede the thrust of



ler opportuni-



.



Anecdotes abounded about his omnivorous interests ,



: professors he



his reforming zeal



a good deal in



especially when marshalled into two enormous historical and philosophical



standards they



works surveying the development of European science from antiquity to what he provocatively called the age of reform . His History of the Inductive



, was only one



Sciences



.



St John' s and



837) was held in such high contemporary regard that he and it



to least domi-



reached some kind of personal apogee in being acted out- and quickly ~ identified - in a Christmas game of charades at Lord Northampton' s house in



ay included a



183 8 . 14 " Science was his forte and omniscience his foible , " quipped Sydney



.



lviland , profes-



Smith , accurately enough Whewell never developed any narrow scholarly



he mathemati-



speciality, taking pains to remain as familiar with moral philosophy , German



central role in



literature , international law, and " Niebuhrising" techniques of historical



Incing govern-



i



research as with natural science , astronomy, advanced mathematics from



.



~



France , and the theory of the tides: an accumulation of interests that induced



; ophers



Feel



the subversive offer unofficial len the Univer-



$~



natural leaders of the university community and supplied an opening for



~i



carrying through some of the more dramatic changes in the world of higher



learning .



subject; James sics should be



,



to make hint master of Trinity in 1841 whence he emerged as one of the



Over a twenty- year period , and in the company of Charles Babbage of



~



[T~ ii ,



~
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" calculating engines" fame



,



and William Hopkins , the mathematical and



as a way of proving the



physical geologist , both from Peterhouse , and James Hildyard of Christ's ,



evident in nature , this lo



Whewell and his friends briskly pushed Cambridge into the modem world .



William Petey in his w ( world ( 18o1 ) . Paley beliE



Being allowed to associate with figures from this circle at Henslow's



parties was uplifting as well as flattering to the serious side of Darwin' s



be a designer in the sar



.



personality " When only a few were present I have listened to the great men



existence of a watchmak(



of the day conversing on all sorts of subjects , with the most varied and brilliant powers ? ' Thinking of himself, he added ,



" This



~



adaptations" or " contris



was no small advan-



understood as features sl



sage to some of the younger men as it stimulated their mental activity and



for its role in an overall



.



ambition " 25 Philosophical luminaries like Whewell let him listen to their



stability , by inbuilt hiera



high- flown monologues as they walked back to their colleges from Henslow' s



social and moral structur



house on Parker' s Piece . " Next to Sir



J.



Mackintosh [a friend of Josiah



Though not without



Wedgwood ' s] he was the best converser on grave subjects to whom I ever



form of thinking rose d



listened ? ' Whewell praised Henslow' s version of botanical science , seeing at



dominant doctrine of the



first hand the way he encouraged students in farming generalisations and



political status quo : the i



.



drawing up new " laws" from observations Botany like this , he emphasised



and of Cambridge dons i



in an important essay, was ideal for including in a liberal education . 26



while revising for his ex ;



In similar vein , the talk at Henslow ' s parties encouraged Darwin to read



'



John Herschel' s book on the principles of natural science , A Preliminary



his time at Edinburgh . By 183o or so , howe



'



Discourse on the Study of Natural Philosophy, first published in 1831 and



;



naturally the subject of detailed discussion among Herschel ' s Cambridge



~



criticise Paley for his em suggesting his books sh



colleagues , who , to a man , held strong views about the way science should



reading lists , 27 and a mo1



be conducted . Darwin read it with " care and profound interest , " learning to



theology was graduaUy bn



respect , as the author and his scientific friends did , the idea that nature was



Sedgwick , and Henslow.



governed by laws - laws that were often difficult to discern or to capture in



spoke to the rest of the v



mathematical terms , but to understand which was the highest aim of natural



was to study the work o



.



philosophy The orderly sequences of scientific thought set out by Herschel ,



asserted , between nature



the delicate interplay between observations and theory , and the successive



gious doctrine , if the lal



mental steps- Herschel ' s process of " induction" - by which researchers sought



possible for an ordained



to attain a single unifying explanation for the phenomena , one that they



Sheepshanks , or Airy - to



nature , manifested everything that



the physical universe witl



was believed about the scientific process in the early nineteenth century; and



be heretical , " declared S



could regard as a fundamental " troth "



of



although Whewell later came to provide a different model , altogether more



1831 ,



idealistic and Germanic in style , which also enjoyed great fame during



hend; but truths can neve



" but



that which is



I



succeeding years , it was to Herschel ' s philosophy of science that most of the



have nothing to fear fro



significant work of the period paid homage . Darwin thought the book was



followed in the laborious



.



inspiring "I ( you have not read Herschel in Lardners Cyclo - read it directly, "



;



From them too , Darwin imbibed something of contemporary natural



.



relationship Originally devised by theologians of the late sixteenth century



may rest assured that we



-i ji



he cried to Fox . theology, a system of ideas with which he developed a close but ambivalent



:1



truth , either physical or



) :



j



ii



ij~



:



lig



between science and ~



~



I



derived . " 28 For Sedgwick, as for



Tbe Ptofesson



eoveensceieandeligionlai



ici i2ear ,nT2



Ji



a



~



~



-



%
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This famous - and famously slippery - British compromise enabled many early- nineteenth - century scholars to pursue their researches without elimi-



.



nating either biblical or scientific authority Moreover, in their confident



C,



eloquence , words like Sedgwick' s gave a magnificence and purpose to



:



tu



.i



di



i



H



science that resonated powerfully with youthful enthusiasms such as Darwin' s .



th



Unlike the sceptical philosophers he had encountered in Edinburgh , these



:



men made the study of nature a divine quest: a romantic exploration of



:



forces, powers , laws , and truths that appealed to him at the deepest imaginative level



.



n



Darwin did not go so far as Sedgwick or Henslow in correlating j



'



o



abstract laws or the apparent plan of nature directly with theology : in this , insofar as is known ,



he took . a position similar to that of his father and



b



grandfather Erasmus Darwin , thinking of the creator more as an external force who brought the world into existence



~:



t,



and permitted it to run accord-



s



.



ing to inbuilt natural laws But , as he insisted right through to old age , he was



I



;



strictly orthodox in his beliefs as an undergraduate and during the Beagle



I



voyage , and was at that time entirely serious in intending to take Holy



I



Orders . It came as " a sort of a shock , " recorded his son George , "when



jii



during the Beagle voyage he first met someone who openly avowed disbelief



j



j



,



in the flood ? ' In the Broad Church surroundings of liberal- traditional Cambridge , at a



ij



.



time when religious authorities stood on the cusp of moving from literalism



j :



to a metaphorical reading of the Bible , it was easy for Darwin to pour all his



i ii



emotional yearnings and admiration for nature into this form of natural



i



theology , one which encouraged the pursuit of knowledge without too many



obligations to think about God or the original creation



1



- .



Naturally he experienced doubts about the depth of his personal faith



Darwin talked to John Maurice Herbert in



~



.



181p about the vows required



.



i



:



of a



jijj :



priest , worrying that he could not honestly say yes when asked by the



ordaining bishop if he was , in the words of the service , " inwardly moved by



j



;



i



j1



the Holy Spirit . " z9 He expressed similar doubts to Henslow, who told him in



reply that he personally " should be grieved if a sinde word of the Thirty-



;



j



nine Articles were altered : ' Darwin was probably consulting Henslow in the



knowledge he would soon need to declare his own belief in the same articles before receiving his degree . But these self- examinations were unremarkable in a conscientious prospective clergyman - essential even



.



They did not



signify incipient scepticism or some kind of alert probing into the inner recesses of Victorian belief . Darwin was impressed by the sincerity and the philosophical rigour that Cambridge professors brought to bear in under-



~ ~



_



;



:



standing nature and wished to associate himself with them . The natural



theology they promoted ; for all the faults he subsequently saw in it , became the baseline from which the majority of his future researches emanated



.



i



:



j



i



.~



jijjji
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The Cambridge Network Contested ;



I



I



~ the council listened to ideas for administrative reform ; and the



exclusive system of courtly scientific patronage was shaken . Peacock and



Beaufort joined the society's council that year, initiating a modest degree of further improvement



.



If not entirely successful , these underground machinations did produce



.



one important consequence A group of like - minded individuals materialised



in an informal way that united academies from Cambridge University with London professionals . These included such men as Beaufort and reforming politicians favourably inclined towards science like Robert Peel , out of office since 1817 and once mooted as a possible president of the Royal , and



.



Leonard Homer, the progressive M P. and educationalist from Edinburgh , vice- president of the Geological Society in 1818 , and founder and first



warden of London University on its opening in the same year.



These were men espousing reform to a greater or lesser degree in science ,



i



education , and politics



.



They also held the power to get things done . ll



Cambridge dons like Peacock had confidence in Beaufort . Beaufort in turn depended on the collegiate scientific network to support his own project of transforming the hydrography department . Canny political exertion along these channels allowed him to plan a revitalised naval regime .



IV The second Beagle expedition was to be Beaufort ' s biggest exercise so far. He lavished proprietorial care on it and paid minute attention to the programme



.



laid out for the officers to undertake The survey , he anticipated , would be a



showpiece for the Hydrographer's Office . Nothing was too much trouble . So ashen FitzRoy came to him with the idea of a scientific companion , he



willingly supported the plan . He quickly informed Peacock about the likelihood of an opening on a surveying ship and asked him to find "a savant . " l3 At Eirst , Peacock misunderstood the precise nature oE what was being



suggested , and his letter to Henslow spoke oE a vacancy Eor an official



naturalist . He must have written again soon aEterwards with slightly different details which stressed FitzRoy ' s wish only Eor a scientiEically inclined gentleman- companion . Several oE the students and younger Eellows known to Peacock in Cam -



.



bridge colleges met this requirement He thought Leonard Jenyns might like to go . "What treasures he might bring home with him , as the ship would be placed at his disposal , whenever his inquiries made it necessary or desirable ;



in the absence oE so accomplished a naturalist , is there any person whom you



could strondy recommend : he must be such a person as would do credit to our recommendation . Do think on this subject: it would be a serious loss to the cause oE natural science , iE this fine opportunity was lost . '



"



4
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Actually , Henslow - a mere thirty- five years old- thought briefly of taking



up the offer himself . He was still secretly longing to accompany Darwin and Ramsay on their proposed trip to Tenerife . But " the expression on his wife's face , " the new baby, and collegiate and parochial affairs persuaded him to pass it on to Jenyns , altogether freer from restrictions and well qualified for a



general natural history undertaking .



Jenyns took a day to think it over before deciding he ought not to leave his parish at Bottisham so soon after being appointed . He did not " think it quite right to quit for a purpose of that kind , as on account of my judging that I was



"



s



not exactly the right person , either in point of health or other qualifications ? 6 Jenyns always Yet



he was so near accepting that he packed up his clothes .'



regretted his unimaginative decision and in future years found it difficult to listen to Darwin' s stories about the voyage , even more so when fame as a



.



scientific traveller and writer was heaped on him The final ignominy came



when Darwin later asked if Jenyns would describe the fish he had collected on the voyage, although Jenyns generously undertook the task . A few



months earlier and he would have gone without a second thought . But in I



8 31 , unaware of the magnitude of what he was about to give up , Jenyns



bowed out gracefully . He and Henslow passed the invitation on to Darwin ."



V Darwin did not take half as long as Jenyns to make up his mind . It was the most exciting thing that had ever happened to him . Incomparably better



than a few months in Tenerife , this proposal was a dramatic opportunity to get out of Shropshire to do the things he yearned to do , to see the world and make something of himself. How could he refuse ? " I immediately said I



would 9o ?



"



8



.



.



Unfortunately , Dr Darwin did not see it in quite the same light Nearly



despairing of his idle son's ever settling down to a career, anticipating all kinds of shipwreck , death , and disease as any parent would , he thought



Darwin should refuse . Sailing ships were just like gaols , he said , repeating Samuel Johnson , with their bmtal discipline , filthy conditions , and the



additional disadvantage of being drowned . This advice was given in such a



way it seemed best not to ignore it . Next morning Darwin wrote glumly to Henslow : Mr. Peacocks letter arrived on Saturday , & I received it late yesterday



evening .- As far as my own mind is concerned , I should think , certainly most gladly have accepted the opportunity , which you so kindly have



offered me . - But my Father, although he does not decidedly refuse me , gives such strong advice against going ,- that I should not be comfortable ,



if I did not follow it . - My Fathers objections are these; the unfitting me to



ought briefly of taking



;



;2r2L2XUiaLUXU



::;



Jcompany Darwin and Kpression on his wife's airs persuaded him to



F ESisii? tfi



nd well qualified for a ~



~



did ought notnot " think to leave it quite his



f my judging that I was othes .



'



6



He could not bear staying cooped up with the disappointment . That same



; .; 1 ;



other qualifications?' "



g 1 ;.;



Jenyns always



as found it difficult to



;



re so when fame as a



HTi:i 1ii



: final ignominy came



iyfi;;



ii



)



" cond ut to thought give up ,.



)



with Uncle Jos .



,



ook ~ fish the he had taskcollected . A few



fjg;



; ;



H i; ;



But in
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;;g;ii1 ; '



Jenyns tation on to Darwin . ' 7
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i;i



1ii;



e set OH for Maer to drown his feelings out shooting
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I I" thought . His fears for io his son's safety in the age doftime tall for shigis some serious exaggerated , and his doubts about were not the value of the exercise were probably ew f the wasted time at two universities . On the
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~ like



docilityell



knew I



is



t



loknow~ had be ~



'* I toimmediately see the world said andI



re same light . Nearly



areer, anticipating all



would , he thought



he said , repeating



conditions , and the



*



was given in such a



:d



it late yesterday luld think, cetl inly



. ou



so kindly ~have



:cidedly refuse me , aot be comfortable ,



the unfitting me to
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tmatic opportunity to
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wedgwood treated each statement with proper consideration , ahhough



iie



disdy t Dr Dag



undoubtedly a
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to deal with him was also the way that came intuitively



.
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Th besr way
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e



Both letters went of



He presented t



s:



without evident emotion .



J



~
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_ I ia TS ijirljji



1Tter complained
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2gEFETiaEissEg



gli



;



~



to a



f '5: ;ii;ii



been able to give it . Charles has put down what he conceives to be your



jii;iii1,



what principal occurs objections to me upon 8( I each thinkofthe them best course I can take will be to state



Tbe Cambridge Network



_



* apologise



( " I am afraid I



.



ingle * assuring moment Dr Darwin hesitate ,he if



.



: ontinue uncomfortable ? '



:



f phrase straight from his



~55



.



T



_I



should not think that it would be in any degree disreputable



character



:



as a clergyman



*



lcle piece of paper, ready to los , what I fervently



.



to his



I should on the contrary think the offer



honorable to him , and the pursuit of Natural History, though certainly not professional , is very suitable to a Clergyman .



he is kind enough to give



1-1



hardly know how to meet this objection , but he would have definite



habits objectsof upon application which to employ himself and might acquire and strengthen , , and I should think would be as likely to do so in



enclosed "



an hereafter :



any way in which he is likely to pass the next two years at home . 3 " The notion did not occur to me in reading the letters 8( on reading them again with that object in my mind I see no ground for it .



:s before me ,



4 " I cannot conceive that the Admiralty would send out a bad vessel on ;t



be some serious



life hereafter



i:



such a service . As to objections to the expedition , they will differ in



i



each mans case 8( nothing would , I think , be inferred in Charles' s case



if it were known that others had objected .



~



*uncomfortable



5 - You are a much better judge of Charles's character than I can be . If, on comparing this mode of spending the next two years , with the way in which he will probably spend them if he does not accept this offer, you



iing my profession consideration , although



think him more likely to be rendered unsteady & unable to settle , it is



1



between father and son



doubtedly a weighty objection - ls it not the case that sailors are prone to settle in domestic and quiet habits .



;



of death or the inevitable



6- 1 can form no opinion on this further than that, if appointed by the



Darwin only remembered



i



Admiralty, he will have a claim to be as well accommodated as the



is and future profession



ii



vessel will allow .



,



i



* the



objections as given



7 - If I saw Charles now absorbed in professional studies I should probably



n' s advantage .



think it would not be advisable to interrupt them , but this is not , and I



- law . His letter appealed



thlnk well not be' the



rational , logical approach 1im less well might have ;t



8 - The undertaking would be useless as regards his looking profession, but upon him as a man of enlarged curiosity, it affords him such an opportunity of seeing men and things as happens to few .



by the older generation



. ce



,



le



of these . The best way



with him . His present pursuit of knowledge is



on being ungenerous



y



.II b



that you 8( Charles are the persons who must decide



. 23



itively . He presented the



i



Both letters went off early in the morning of r September, and the



balance sheet was in his



i



two men tried some shooting - the opening day of the partridge season



.



~ i



tering their customary ardour. "I shot one partridge on the Ist , " Darwin



up the profits and losses JOd employed



his reason



was a convenient if uncertain distraction



.



It was not easy, though , mus-



later complained to a friend . " Devilish dear" - hardly worth the game



licence . 24 Josiah Wedgwood 's mind was also running on other things . At ten le on the offer that has



o' clock he bundled Darwin into his carriage determined to argue the point in person .



have desired Charles to consideration as I have



r ~



.



But there was no need , as they discovered after arriving at The Mount Dr.
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Darwin had changed his mind



.



More than that , he would give " all the



assistance in my power. "



"All things were settled , " cried Darwin . Without examining his feelings any further, he sat down and wrote for the first time to Francis Beaufort to tell



him that , contrary to his previous letters to Henslow and Peacock- and if the appointment was not by now already filled by another- he was "very happy to have the honor of accepting it ? ' 2



' VII



From then on the family leaped into action . Events had moved fast since



Henslow ' s letter was opened , and they did not slow down for another six



.



weeks at least: the time from Peacock' s first letter until Dr Darwin' s consent was only seven days ; on



I



September 1831 Darwin accepted the offer; and



by the 5 th he was on his way to Cambridge to consult Henslow and thence up to London to meet Peacock , Beaufort , and in due course his new captain ,



Robert FitzRoy .



Henslow took his position as mentor seriously , arming Darwin with



letters of introduction to various London naturalists who could recommend appropriate equipment and advise him about desirable specimens to collect



.



Beaufort filled in the gaps , both personally and indirectly , by sending him to



the homes of retired naval officers like Sir John Richardson , an expert on the natural history of the Arctic , and to the head of the Royal Navy medical 26



department in the hope of acquiring some " apparatus free of expense ? ' Darwin bustled and hustled through London , seeing the eminent men of metropolitan science , freely asking for and receiving information , choosing



instruments and gassware , buying books and preserving papers , debating



the merits of iron nets and oyster trawis , hastily learning elementary astronomy in the evenings as " it would astound a sailor if one did not know how to



.



find Lat E Long , " and generally making himself known to others , fulfilling



all Henslow' s expectations that he was just the person the Admiralty had been looking for. " You can have no idea how busy I am all day long .



. . . I am



as happy as a king, " he wrote to Cambridge . l '



" For about the first time in my life I find London very pleasant , " the family in Shrewsbury was told : " hurry, bustle E noise are all in unison with my feelings . " The sisters busied themselves with Darwin' s urgent requests for clothes , including strong new shoes and shirts , the shirts to be marked DARWIN for the ship ' s laundry , and a proliferation of conflicting instructions on how to



pack everything into as small a box as possible . Dr. Darwin provided money . His offer of assistance was not an empty



one; and although his daily account books for the period are lost , the cost of



;



j



The Cambridge Network equIppln8



~



15 7



h s son nln to around £ 6oo , roughly comparable to two years at



'



.



Cambridge University The Admiralty , moreover, expected Darwin to pay for hlmself during the expedition , and the doctor was here agreeing not only to



*



send him around the world for two years ( it eventually stretched to five) but also to pay the bill . It was more expensive than keeping him on at Cambridge ,



i



;



he ruminated , but he might learn to manage his affairs with more prudence



.



than he had showed so far Darwin' s " spend- penny " attitude had left debts



.



of £1oo at university , which Dr Darwin disapprovingly paid off during the



course of the summer; and right up to the end of November, Henslow was



still juggling with Darwin's complicated directives about tutor' s fees and



.



furniture rentals Several unpaid bills that the doctor did not know about



.



were also waiting to be settled privately when he returned in October Fanny Owen caught the general air of careless prodi8ality when she said Darwin' s



i ;



.



voyage was a pretty desperate way of avoiding paying his tailors lg DL Darwin , inwardly resigned to the extravagant habits of his young r



:



;



son , was not going to stint now that the decision was taken . He wanted him to be well equipped , safe , and adequately provided for. However, Darwin



1 i~ ;'



was also allowed to indulge his fondness for technical gadgets and given the money to buy one or two costly instruments , including a portable dissecting



;



.



microscope as recommended by the botanist Robert Brown He tried consol -



,'



i



Ing hls father by saying



,



" I should be deuced clever to spend more than my



owance whilst on board the Beagle . " The answer came back promptly .



Hii



a



ii ; .



"~~But



;;



tholog st and bookseller William Yarrell was an oasis of pennypinching calm ~ He advised and supplied many travellers in his time and operated on the



.



~;-



philosophy that you never need all the things you take , advice which Darwin



found . quite invaluable : ' Yarrell took Darwin round the shops and bullied



-



i



about prices . " Hang me if I give 6o£ for pistols, " exclaimed the budding



;



,



naturalist under his care



'



.



Together they bought a case of pistols and an



excellent rifle for only £ 5o- " there is a saving , " he told his father triumphantly,



;; ~



1:



(or FitzRoy 's



firearms were sure to cost £4oo



at least



. 3o



The point was not



lost on Dr. Darwin , who sent Yarrell a brace of partridges from the Wedg-



i;



wood estate in gratitude



i



*



'



they all tell me you are very clever? ' Among the flurry of spending and ordering , Henslow 's friend the omi -



;



i



. VIII



; ;;;i



The only drain on these heady times was Darwin' s forthcoming meeting



~



.



ii-



with Captain FitzRoy Each was openly apprehensive about the other.



;;



While the Cambridge network was vibrating with messages about the



; ;f



Hiiii



;



f;



;-;ili;



;



bangle opportunity , FitzRoy quite understandably had second thoughts about shanng his life with a stranger, however much a natural philosopher he might
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did not care . By then the lush tropical forest enveloped him , green and still . Only Milton and Humboldt , he thought , possessed words for what he was experiencing . A copy of



aARWIN Paradise Lost slipped easily into his pocket ,



ready for reading



while resting on a convenient log . " Delight , " he wrote in his journal , " is a weak term to express the feelings of a naturalist who for the first time has wandered by himself in a Brazilian forest .



. . . such



a day brings a



deeper pleasure than he can ever hope to experience again . " It was like



stumbling across a scene from the Arabian Nights . "A most paradoxical mixture of noise and silence pervades the shady parts of the wood . The



noise from the insects is so loud that it may be heard even in a vessel anchored several hundred yards from the shore; yet within the recesses of the



.



forest a universal silence appears to reign " He was entering paradise with



Milton as a guide . Darwin had already tasted something of this pleasure at Bahia , where even the torrential afternoon rains beguiled him . " I can only add raptures to the former captures



weakly



.



. . . . each new valley



is more beautiful than the last ,



" he said



I believe from what I have seen Humboldts dorious descriptions are & ever will for ever be unparalleled : but even he with his dark blue skies 8( the Fire union of poetry with science which he so strondy displays when writing on tropical scenery, with all this falls far shoat of the truth . The



delight one experiences in such times bewilders the mind ,- if the eye



attempts to follow the flight of a gaudy butter- fly, it is arrested by some



2



Sower it is crawling over, - if gturning nsect to admire one forgets the splendour it in the stranger of the
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scenery



,



the individual character of the foreground fixes the attention . The



nursing a bout of rheuma



mind is a chaos of delight , out of which a world of future dc more quiet



start out, sighed Darwin



pleasure will arise .- I am at present fit only to read Humboldt; he like another Sun illumines everything I behold .- ~



aesthetic experiences qu



The trip , like others " Twiners entwining twine



Settling down in Rio de Janeiro in April 1831 , he wanted nothing more



hosannah ," he noted as ' I ' he s ( intense than now .



than time to luxuriate in these sensations and hastily made arrangements with FitzRoy to stay on shore for ten to twelve weeks while the Beagle went



~



about its duties . The cottage in Botofogo soon became the centre of a happy



Brazils which Henslow c



and parasitic plants clamb



tropical existence- like a holiday from school , he said .



fallen trunks . Such subl



Living so close to Rio was exhilarating in itself, and the Beagle 's artist ,



vaulting canopy was like :



.



Augustus Earle , was lively company Earle had visited the city once before as



"to give an adequate ide ;



~ g , penniless artist while making his way from Tristan da Cunha , New



devotion which fill the n



Zealand , and Calcutta to London , with interludes spent painting portraits of l When first employed by Australia's first colonial governors for money



more in man than the me



he was unsuccessfully promoting his paintings of Maoris , and was



Injustices recounted by E .



to go overseas again . Earle knew far more about Rio than was probably



Botofogo , Earle came bac opposite kept a thumbscr



a



I hey passed through



.



FitzRoy ,



gad



good for either of them or for teenaged Midshipman IGng



.



He showed



seen the stump of a joint



Darwin and Icing the sights , each one more gamorously foreign to English



i- iiii



eyes than the last , and propelled them through the crowded streets to find the best churches , the Catholic cathedral , the baroquely crumbling palaces , the grand hotels and theatres , and more and more breathtaking vistas



:



;



i



.



i



. ~ : l~ '



A constant procession of Negro slaves , interspersed with half- castes , priests



i



i i' i



':i



in cone- shaped hats , and rich Latin ladies in their carriages pressed by on



either side . Earle made an excellent guide , said Darwin as they dined ia



slave- hunters were sent



I



victims like animals wher



death , just as Darwin usec



as far as I am able



to judg(



give dignity to mankind , "



become habituated to the



:



~



high spirits one evening at a table d'h6te . But few of his previous friends



Hit



were still around . " Dead 6( gone " was the invariable answer: driven to drink 'vely



, i:;



:



iii : i



: ii :



He was aghast at the barl



civilised gentlemen . Listening to the travell (



by conducting business in such a hot climate , the doctor' s son nai recorded



minded delightfully as far as he was concerned .



d txoti



m ~he Within a few days



i



.



to visit his coffee plantation a hundred miles away to the north They would stay at vendas or estgncias each night until the journey ended , making use



of



.



would wod



argument that they were



i :i i



rather than be recaptured



_



arranged to join an eccentric Irishman named Patrick Lennon who was about



rhat NtWa



:



i . iii



:



~ : ::



~



i



: :



i



passed under a precipice f



been called noble patrioti



appa lndy, when they arri



isi~siign g sGa2 . GanucGJGiii2 g ifc,iu: i



the simple system of hospitality that upcountry residents generously fostered



~~



~



~~



~



sf



g* ggi ;%j i .
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:



;



gi;g; ;:';; i



~



tI



3



nursing a bout of rheumatism . Seldom did a more quixotic set of adventurers start out , sighed Darwin romantically



.



The trip , like others which came after, was a revelation



aesthetic experiences quite the equal



" Twiners



.



It provided



of anything felt in Bahia or St . Jago .



entwining twiners - tresses like hair- beautiful lepidopteG- silence -



d



hosannah , " he noted as he rode along . Life and death never seemed more



~i



jntense than now. The scene forcibly reminded him of an engraving of the Brazils which Henslow once showed him where infinite numbers of lianas



;



;i



and parasitic plants clambered over the living trees next to a riot of decaying ,



;~



fallen trunks . Such sublimity unavoidably led to exalted thoughts . The vaulting canopy was like a cathedral for nature : " It is not possible ," he wrote , "to give an adequate idea of the higher feelings of wonder, admiration and



; ;



1



T



; '; ;



';



;



i



.



devotion which fill the mind I well remember my conviction that there is



more in man than the mere breath oE his body? ' J



They passed through slave country . Darwin was still seething about the Inlustices recounted by Earle and the naval men he met in Rio and Bahia . In



Botofogo , Earle came back one night telling him that the woman who lived



opposite kpt a thumbscrew to crush the Eingers oE her Eemale slaves : he had seen the stump oE a joint on a girl ' s hand . He learned how the maticans or slave- hunters were sent out to catch escaping labourers and treated their victims like animals when they were caught , slicing off the ears as prooE oE



death , just as Darwin used to do with dead rats Eor his Eather. " The Brazilians , as Ear as I am able to judge , possess but a small share oE those qualities which



.



give dignity to mankind , " he complained " Being surrounded by slaves , they



become habituated to the harsh tones oE command 8( the sneer oE reproach : ' 4



He was aghast at the barbarity oE people he would otherwise have thought civilised gentlemen . Listening to the travellers in his own party, he heard about runaway slaves



managing to Eind illegal employment- a sure sign , he thought rebelliously, that Negroes would work Eor wages when Eree and a good antidote to the argument that they were constitutionally lazy



.



Not long aEter, the party



passed under a precipice Erom which an old woman had once thrown herseIE



.



rather than be recaptured In ancient Rome , he reflected , this would have



been called noble patriotism; here it was seen as 'ibrutal obstinacy? ' Most



.



appallingly, when they arrived at Mr Lennon's plantation , his riding compan-



ion disintegrated into a raging tyrant . Darwin had at Eirst thought him " above the common run oE men?' He was dismayed by the threats now streaming out: Lennon would take all the slave women and children Erom their menEolk and sell them at the market at Rio , including a much- loved mulatto child illegiti-



.



mately Eathered by the plantation agent "Picture to yourselE the chance , ever hanging over you , oE your wiEe and your little children - those objects which
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urges even the slave to call his own - being torn from you and sold li



.



:



: :



beasts to the first bidder ! "



f



~



The full horror of it struck him hardest on the way back to Rio . Crossing a



ferry manned by a Negro , Darwin unthinkingly waved his arms in an effon eo



.



make him understand where he wanted to go The man thought Darwin wn



going to hit him . " Instantly , with a frightened look and half- shut eyes , he



dropped his hands . I shall never forget my feelings of surprise , disgust, and shame, at seeing a great powerful man afraid even to ward off a blow,



.



directed , as he thought , at his face This man had been trained to a degradation lower than the slavery of the most helpless animal ? c Thoughtfully , he returned to Botofogo to mull over man' s inhumanity to



man . He did not like being cast as a brutal slave- driver.



II Natural history collecting seemed far less stressful . A tropical forest was a



gold mine to a naturalist, he exclaimed , and the life was not a particularly



k



hard one . " Got up at 4 oclock to go out hunting , " he wrote on 4June 183z:



~ Jtii



The person who keeps the hounds is a priest 6( dean - the pack only (



consists of five dogs , their names Trumpeta , Mimosa , Clariena , Dorena 8



'-



:



_ ii~



Champaigna ; the huntsman is a black man & performed the other offices



of body servant 6( clerk .



. . . At



tli



;



~~



~



about seven we arrived at our hunting



- : ;J,1



put up the horses at a small farm house situated in the middle of



the woods . - The hunting consists in all the dogs being fumed into the



~~



:iJ



forest & each separately pursues its own game .- The hunters with guns



i :a3 j S.j



ground ,



6(



TJ



';



:



station themselves in the places most likely for the animals , such as small



deer & pachas Oike guinea pigs)



to pass by



.- And



;



J



in the intervals they



shoot parrots 6( Toucans &c .- I soon found this very stupid 6( began to hunt my own peculiar gamete



- -t



i



~



i ~ jtiji ~ i



With a score of profound bows , putting his hand to his heart for good measure and repeating "Monte, monte obligado; ' Darwin proceeded home



~



Hii-i



after a memorable day .



;



. ;i:



It was pleasant dabbling in brooks , turning over stones , or picking up



i i ii ;ii



shells on the beach , and the practical demands of dealing with the resulting



:



material were absorbing . Walking or riding out into the countryside , catch-



'



Hi:i~iii



ing and preserving animals , his geological hammer, shotgun , nets , and



:



:



pistols much in evidence , busy with drying papers and chemicals at every



.



conceivable moment , all gave him great satisfaction He delighted in carrying out dissections and making the fiddly preparations required before items



~



~



' Hijra '3



could be packed away , and proved himself adept in examining the details of



Hi ~%



living animals that usually disappeared in preserved specimens . The smaller



ia ~%



.



the organism , the greater his appreciation of the complexities of life He was



i% %i



i
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;



~~



always ready to tease out its mysteries under the travelling microsco e



~



.



bought n London with Robert Brown ' s advice ~ This congenial mixture of hand , head , and heart led to some wonderful



~



.



moments Deep in the forest , he hunted for things under logs and stones ,



probing through the leaf litter for fat , pale worms and peering into the furled



rainwater traps of bromeliads for small insects or spiders , ' I am at present (



red- hot with Spiders , they are very interesting , 8( if I am not mistaken , I have already taken some new genera, " he told Henslow excitedly .' During the same expedition , a handful of beautifully coloured flatworms were revealed rippling under the decaying wood of a shady tree - lined spot .



Darwin could hardly believe these were true planarians , since the great



.



majority were usually aquatic Careful work at his microscope and an exhaus-



tive search through his reference books nevertheless persuaded him that these and another kind found at the seashore were entirely new to science .



He fired off another missive to Cambridge . "Amongst the lower animals , nothing has so much interested me as finding



1



species of elegantly coloured



true Planariae , inhabiting the dry forest ! The false relation they bear to Snails



is the most extraordinary thing of the kind I have ever seen . - In the same genus ( or more truly family) some of the marine species possess an organiza-



.



tion so marvellous , - that I can scarcely credit my eyesight " 8



Far away in England , older, wiser, and closer to a university library,



Henslow was not nearly so certain . It seemed much more likely to him that Darwin was mistaken . Were they slugs and the marine one perhaps a Doris ?



he replied . He told Darwin he would send , via Erasmus , a copy of Cuvier' s Anatomic des mollusques which had all these species accurately described . Watching his box in Botofogo , Darwin stoutly persevered in his original opinion and continued searching for all Kinds of flatworms whenever he



'



.



could during the rest of the voyage Of the fifteen species he succeeded in



obtaining , twelve were genuinely terrestrial and one was the sole representa-



'



tive of a new genus . o These were among the first animals he studied in



proper scientific detail when he arrived home , partly because he wished very much to continue his own researches into invertebrates and to bring the results before the zoological community as fast as he could , but also to prove



.



to his dubious teacher that he had been right in his initial judgement To



think independently from Henslow after this carried with it a strong whiff of the defiant student . None of this collecting work was carried out in an intellectual vacuum .



2



living



new encyclopedia of the rl world edited by the French naturalist portant Bory de Saint- Vincent and other Erench ~ scholars , the Dictionnaite classique d'histoite natutElle , 811 - 31 )



~



l fif ~



i



al history books from



i



.. ~



,



.... ,,, .



%%



which ran to seventeen volumes and was full of articles by different experts



;



;.



'



.



giving the most advanced views of the day on their subjects Other volumes



T; g



used by Darwin were Lamouroux' s Exposition of sea anemones and polyps ( 1811 ) and Lamarck' s Histoite natutelle dos nnimam sans vettibtes ) 815 - 11 ) ,



i



seven volumes on the identification , classification , and functions of molluscs



i



.



.



and other invertebrates If Darwin found his specimens or something compa-



;



; ;i



rable listed In the catalogues available to him , he usually made a dissection



;



and provisional identification , acquiring in the process a fair idea of the



scientific interest of each new set of organisms . Letters to Henslow filled any



.



-



gaps ; and Erasmus excelled in locating and sending the books his brother



; ;



'



I



'



asked for. Darwin furthermore read as widely as he could among explorers'



~



tales , struggling through Spanish texts where necessary, and again and again



~



i



;



i



';



reading Humboldt until he knew the feelings expressed there as if they were



.



his own He was, in fact , no more divorced from mainline scientific ideas than he was from ordina



i;



Engish society .



i



Tactile satisfactions, as well as the fun of believing himself right , were



; ~; ~ ;;i;;



~ complemented by a growing sense of wonder. " Whilst seated on a tree , bc



eating my luncheon in the sublime solitude of the forest , the pleasure I experience is unspeakable , " he told Catherine to make a florist go



~



. " The



; ii;j



flowers were " enough



;t ;i



'



wild ? ' Astonishing beauties were found everywhere ,



down to the smallest complexities of gnats and worms . Darwin was often



; f' il



intensely moved by the intricacies of nature in its many guises , impressed by



~ ;;;



;;



.



of it all " I am quite tired having worked all day at the exuberant profligacy the produce of my net , "



;; ;



he told his diary on one occasion . "Many of these



;;; ;



creatures so low in the scale of nature are most exquisite in their forms 8(



rich colours . - It creates a feeling of wonder that so much beauty should be apparently created for such little purpose ?



"



iii



;iii~
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;



2



'



;i;



;jg : ; ;i;i



His feelings of admiration were enhanced by an easy sympathy with living beings other than himself . During these few months in Rio de Janeiro , he



:;



.



; ;i



allowed his inbuilt tendency towards anthropomorphism full rein A turtle



;



;:



incredulity - and then laugh because " nothing certainly could be imagined



;; i ;i i



worse for surprising an animal than a boat full of midshipmen . " Flowers



;



suddenly



glimpsed wheeling through the gassy depths made him gasp with



i



invited him to bury his head in their petals , guinea- pigs reproached him for



~



finding them tasty . It was a shame to kill armadillos when they were " so



Thereafter, he gave human attributes to almost every species he met ,



including flatworms and beetles : a trait that blurred the dividing line between



.



man and beast He felt himself part of a single world united by the same kind



of mental responses . Guinea- pigs and turtles were capable of feeling many of



;



;. i: ;; ;ji i - ';



:



quiet ? ' Sometimes the rocks themselves were like people , hiding their secrets or teasing him with gnomic clues .



;



;:



i'i' i 1iiin Hjai Hii ; ;



ji~ ~



the same emotions



Natun liit on tbe Beade j 7 ~ as a naturalist, and he- as the naturalist- believed he



could understand what they were thinking . More than this ,



characterising himself, the



he enioyed



.



eccentric Endish travelle4 as the main curiosity The rat- traps and other contrivances in his pockets , he suggested assun: (IIy a greater wonder to local , were



people than anything their woods contained . This deepening appreciation of the individuality of animals was important too in making and plants him aware of his own insignificant place in



.



The forest was "a temple filled with the varied productions God of Nature ," of which mankind of the was but a sinde species . Admiration and humility combined , making him conscious that he - and the human nice - was just a small rest of the nature



on earth



part of a much larger interlocking system of life



.



III Darwin left Rio de Janeiro full of regret and



:



.



gratitude But it



FitzRoy and the Beagle



was good to see men again and satisfying to sail out of the harbour with the cheers of the crews of the Samarang and WaFspite ears Everyone on board ringing in their appreciated that the real " wild work " of the survey was about to start After a call at Montevideo and Buenos ntended sailing down to Aires , FitzRoy Ptttagonia to chart the coastline as far as he could before restocking at Buenos Aires and then on to Tierra del southern summer arrived Fuego when the



.



.



. "Every thing shows we are steering for barbarous regions ," Darwin cried . "All the officers have stowed intend allowing away their razors , dc their beards to grow in a truly patriarchal fashion " emitting wildness were fulfilled sooner



jb



August , a guard ship



y the harbour of Buenos Aires early in fired at them - a blank shot as it turned out , but they did



not . know that . Darwin was convinced he heard the rigging Fulminating ball whistle through the to Wickham about this insult to the British flag , FitzRoy



.



.



them jrried Bat on regardless: he was he had many faults , but cowardice was not one of brought to a halt by a quarantine boat As in their



.



jneffectual call at Tenerife , they were prevented from going any further by the y olera So FitzRoy ostentatiously loaded up all



3r jhe



.



cannon on one side of his ship and turned back to hail the guard ship on



shouted sl d , " we shall send your u dare whole fire broadside a shot when we enter port again , " he



into your rotten hulk . "



I



'



of th



cd h .



r'



tlo



~



y nlghtgl , FitzRoy complained so heatedly to the caphip stationed there that the other officer promised to



~



.



up to Buenos Aires and demand an apology "Oh



with v 'ith the :1 rest off the crew; p " if she does gun at , the frigate ," breathed Darwin along it will be her last day above water: '



~3



t
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had the Druid disappeared up the River Plate on its mission of



Scarcely



gunboat diplomacy when the chief of police from Montevideo begged FitzRoy, as the only English captain leh in port ,



to



help quell a sudden local



rebellion . Negro soldiers were holding the central fort , which also contained the town arsenal . It looked as if they might run riot and attack the houses of local residents



.



FitzRoy ' s blood was already up , and he rose magnificently to the occasion



.



He sent fifty well - armed sailors (almost the entire complement of active servicemen on the Beagle ) marching through the town , followed by Darwin ,



who secretly longed to swish a cutlass or put a dagger between his teeth . But it was pretty tame , Darwin said afterwards : the mutineers capitulated easily and the Beagle men were left with little to do except cook beefsteaks in the courtyard . As soon as FitzRoy' s neutrality was compromised , he sent the



crew home . Darwin departed with a bad headache : " there certainly is a great deal of pleasure in the excitement of this sort of work- quite sufficient to explain the reckless gayety with which sailors undertake even the most hazardous attacks ? ' l4 He was disappointed in not seeing any gunfire . Writing



home to Beaufort about this incident , FitzRoy approved of Darwin' s warlike behaviour



.



" Darwin is a regular trump . . . . He has a mixture of necessary



his



qualities which makes him feel at home , and happy , and makes everyone friend :" s



Soon afterwards , they filled the Beagle' s hold with dry stores and got , meant going for the expedition south . The pampas , Darwin discovered break or long , dull days sailing along a line of sandy hillocks , without any



,



he



change . Since he was not involved with the technical work in any way When used the time to write and dissect , in between bouts of seasickness . to get they arrived at Bahia Blanca , situated at 3 905 , he was gad enough just off the ship even without the extra lure of fresh exploring



.



Bahia Blanca was just about as far south as regular Spanish contacts then , and reached . The country was ostensibly run by Argentine authorities several great estancia owners ranched cattle there . But violent disputes



over



place



landownership and unofficial war with the native Indians made the dangerous : the Indians tortured all their prisoners , said Darwin ,



and the



Spaniards shot theirs . Nevertheless , there were small troops of soldiers , the patrolling the area under the overall command ofJuan Manuel de Rosas Argentine general . Rosas' s army of adventurers had been privately



funded



and trained by himself, a ruthless force entirely independent of the state



; and



sought



Rosas himself was practically an independent ruler whose help was



to



by rival political parties . His army was more or less commissioned



exterminate the Indians . " The soldiers pursue 6( sabre every man



said . Women were massacred in cold blood . " Everyone here is



, " Darwin fully con-



?iA-i
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ii I Hii ; ~~



'



1IY



Yinced that this is the iustest war, because it is against barbarians . Who '



would believe in this age in a Christian , civilized country that such atrocities were committed ? " 16



Be~ ng English made no difference . Riding out with a party of sailors to visit the comandante in charge of the Bahia Blanca settlement , FitzRoy and



.



Darwin aroused all kinds of military suspicion An old major stopped them ~



before they ever got to the comandane, alarmed by FitzRoy' s courteously bland comment that the fine large bay would hold a whole fleet of battleships .



Then the major took exception to Darwin's description of himself as un naturalists, an expression unheard of before . James Harris , the temporary pilot (or the Beagle, who accompanied them , had explained this as " a man



i



who knows everything? ' Further attempts to allay the soldiers ' anxieties



_



.



proved useless They had to return to the Beagle .



~



During less frustrating trips into the plains , Darwin characterised himself



i



;



~ : : ::



as " a great wanderer," catching precisely the cheerful air accompanying all



his overland excursions .



'



7 Galloping here and there , enjoying the rough outdoor life and examining the countryside with fresh , honest enthusiasm ,



i



was for him a great pleasure , not far removed from university vacations spent riding cut to Woodhouse or Maer for the autumn shooting . Much of the



natural history work he undertook in Argentina and elsewhere was conducted in this carefree fashion . Catching birds , avoiding South American " lions ," shooting , riding , collecting , and looking forward to the thrill of "a few



revolutions" tumbled together in an agreeable series of occupations that i :



:



i



Pleased his soul as well as furthering his understanding of the land itself. As



he joked to Henslow before setting sail , he was only changing from hunting foxes in Shropshire to llamas in South America . One animal in particular became associated in his mind with this breezy



.



period and its youthful approach to nature This was the South American



rhea , more usually called an ostrich by the sailors , although the lack of taxonomic affinity with the real ostrich was well known . These ungainly,



.



rather silly birds captured Darwin' s imagination They were shy, wary, and



solitary, and easily confused by a group of men on horseback . Chasing them



.



was irresistible " When seen on the brow of a hill against the clear sky they



form a fine spectacle .



. . . if, after approaching close , you suddenly



gallop in



pursuit- it is beautiful to see them , as a sailor would express it , ' up with their



helm' dc make all sail , by expanding their wings right down the wind : Always alive to "8 the peculiarities of animal behaviour and amused by the absurdities intrinsic to such large flightless birds, Darwin made particular efforts to establish the exact sequence of events relating to the ostriches' egg- laying and nesting habits



.



Riding around Bahia Blanca one day , he was



puzzled to see individual eggs lying randomly on the sand when all the



lllllam
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.



were grouped , twenty or more , in proper nests It was the result , he



was told by the gauchos riding out with him , of several females coming together to fill a nest - just a shallow hollow in the sand - after which a sinde male would incubate and look after the young



found, the females seemed



to lose heart ,



on the pampas , and abandoned them



.



If no cock bird could be



laid their individual eggs anywhere



.



Darwin , brought up on traditional British ideas of marital life , and think-



ing perhaps of his own failed relations with Fanny Owen , amiously pondered



how the females could possibly balance the number of eggs and nests with available males: there seemed little chance of there being enough nests for all the prospective fathers . Attempting to work out these calculations statistically,



he soon gave up in a rush of empathy for the paternal feelings of the male ostrich forever searching for a nest to look after. The scattered eggs , he



recorded pensively, were called by the Spaniards b~ achos: orphans or foundlings



.



Darwin' s evident ability to ride , use guns , and enjoy himself is ohen



forgotten in discussions of his years on the Beagle . Yet to those around him at the time , he liked nothing better than a ride across the pampas , learning to



throw the bolas and smoke cigarritos with the gauchos , shooting and fishing not only for the purposes of his collection but also to provide food for



.



himself and the Beagle crew He had some good sporting in Phtagonia , he



told Caroline; " but in this line I never enjoyed anything so much as Ostrich hunting with the wild soldiers , who are more than half Indian . They catch them by throwing two balls which are attached to the ends of a thong so as to entangle their legs: it was a fine animated chace : ' Flinging the boles round



his head like the rest of them , Darwin succeeded in tripping up his horse . "The Gauchos roared with laughter; they cried they had seen every sort of animal caught , but had never before seen a man caught by himself: ' Hunting and shooting came easily to him . Natural history collecting , cher



all , was not so very far removed from hunting: the two activities were different expressions of a single urge for possession and inspired in Darwin ardent responses that were familiar in some degree to every one of his colleagues on the Beagle



knew how



.



All the officers and most of the ordinary sailors



.



to hunt and shoot Their lives- and



their stomachs- depended on



the accurate use of firearms; and no one saw any harm in combining the procuring of food or self- defense with capturing a few local souvenirs like puma skins or sharks' teeth . Darwin's occupations were remarkable only in



.



that he did these things all the time Many of the others would have liked to



be rich enough and sufficiently friendly with the captain to spend their hours similarly



.



His early prowess during the English partridge season therefore served
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;



him well . During these first months in Argentina , Darwin became a valued



j



member of the shooting parties sent out by FitzRoy to find something to eat,



i ;;



;;;; ~ i;i;s 1i



describing his culinary booty with pride in letters home . Fuller, Stokes , andi;lti) ; Bynoe , the acknowledged marksmen of the crew, welcomed him on their



expeditions to fell deer, cavia , and the nervous , excitable guanaco ,



which



constituted the greater portion of their fresh meat during their time in the



south .



; ; ;ii i



;:



i ' i; i ;i



' ~



' ;; ;



; ; ;T ;



~



I am spending September in Patagonia , much in the same manner as I



; ; ji ~



.



should in Endand , viz in shooting; in this case however there is the extra satisfaction of knowing that one gives fresh provisions to the ships company -



Today I shot another deer 6( . an Agouti or Cavy



.- The



;; ; i



i



.



i ~



latter weighs



more than lo pounds; 6( affords the very best meat I ever tasted .- Whilst



-' i



.



i;



i



;



;;



; ;;



shooting I walked several miles within the interior; the general features of



the country remain the same , an undulating sandy plain covered with coarse herbage 6( which as it extends , gradually becomes more level .



~



- The bottoms of some of the vallies are green with clover: it is by



i i



;



cautiously crawling so as to peep into these that the game is shot .- If a



;:



deer has not seen you stand upright , generally it is possessed with an



: ; ;-



insatiable curiosity to find out what you are ; 6( to such an extent that I



i ; ; i :;



have fired several times without frightening it away



To his shame as a sportsman ,



he



.-'



i



;



;



;



;; ; t : ;



9



.



i 11 ; '



shouted at one deer until it ran off



This kind of useful participation in the Beagle' s kitchen economy contin-



';; ; ; ; -: '



ued on board ship with his fishing lines and trawl , although there was strong



;



competition among the sailors to land bigger and better spoils . The captain's



;



:;



;



; ;- ;



table was usually the first to benefit , and Darwin and FitzRoy dined on fresh



,



turtle , shark , and barracuda (spelled " Barrow Cooter"



in Darwin' s



~ :;;



diary) in turn . There was hardly any opportunity for salt beef and biscuit , he



i ; ;; ;



assured the womenfolk at home . More likely to appear on the menu were



;; i



tuna



ostrich dumpling and armadillo



.



"The former would never be recognised as



a bird but rather as beef, - the armadilloes when ( unlike the Gauchos' fashion ) cooked without their cases , taste 6( look like a duck



.- Both



: ;i



of



them are very good : ' He was ready to try almost anything , although some



changes in diet were difficult to accommodate for any length of time - the gauchos ate far too much meat and not enough salt , he protested feebly



i



;



.



This robust side to Darwin' s character was an important feature of his day- to - day mode of living and undoubtedly facilitated his integration into



:



the Beagle' s company . Uncomplicated enthusiasm for life and a vigorous



i ; ;; ;:



in my belt &



,; ;;~ 1



disposition endeared him to the officers . " With my pistols



;



geological hammer in hand , shall I not look like a grand barbarian ?" he asked



;



them . FitzRoy too saw the strength of character. His messmate , he explained



Hiiil



in a letter to his sister Frances Rice Trevor, was " a good pedestrian , as well as



~i



~



~
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Ejii a good horseman; he is a sensible , shrewd , and sterling good fellow . While I



iiif



am pottering about in the water, measuring depths and fixing positions , he



~



wanders over the land- and frequently makes long excursions where I can zo not 9o1 because my duty is Hydro - not Geo - graphy? '



:: :



i~



1V Despite these gentle protestations , FitzRoy was with Darwin when the major



.



natural history excitement of the first voyage south occurred Sailing aimlessly



round Bahia Blanca bay one day in September 1831 , the two rounded a :



headland called Punta Alto and noticed some broken bones and shells embedded in the low- lying silty banks . Could they be fossils ? asked FitzRoy .



i:



quickly pulling the launch over and scrabbling through the soil with bare hands , they found they had chanced on a natural mausoleum . There were



; :'



many more bones further in , the fossilised remains of animals from long ago



.



turned into stone by chemical percolation through the silt Not surprisingly ,



.



Darwin could barely contain himself Like any young naturalist of the period ,



he passionately hoped to find animal relics from an earlier age , the larger the better. Now, happily up to his elbows in earth , he anticipated that these would be sensational . All the way back to the ship and late into the night , tusks and thighbones as tall as a man danced about in his head , until even ;



:



FitzRoy felt obliged



to change the subject



if they were



to get through dinner



.



in good order



The next morning Darwin returned with axes and sailors from the Beagle to start chipping through the soft sedimentary deposits .



"I have been wonderfully lucky with fossil bones ," he crowed on the sixth day . " Some of the animals must have been of great dimensions : I am almost sure that many of them are quite new; this is always pleasant , but with the



antediluvian animals it is doubly so



. " zl



Incomplete skeletons of three big animals were at last revealed , along with



a number of miscellaneous smaller bones , mostly teeth , from local South



American species , primarily armadillos and tree sloths , which he recognised



more or less straight away . A mysterious " head of some large animal,



imbedded in a soft rock" took a whole afternoon to dig out; but dig it out he would



.



" I did not get it on board till some hours after it was dark? ' All the



effort of excavating and loading the great skull into the launch, the ropes and pulleys over the side of the ship , the colourful curses , were ignored in his moment of triumph . "Notwithstanding our smiles at the cargoes of apparent



rubbish which he frequently brought on board ," said FitzRoy, " he and his servant used their pick- axes in earnest , and brought away what have since proved to be the most interesting and valuable remains of extinct animals ? ' u



Wickham and several of the younger Beagle ratings were swept up by the
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was the feeling it impossible to fulfil the whole instructions; from his state of mind , it never occurred to him , that the very instructions order him to



i



do as much of West coast , as he has time for U then proceed across the



ii



Phclfic



.



Wickham (very disinterestedly , giving up his own promotion )



urged this most strongy , stating that when he took the command , nothing should induce him to go to T. del Fuego again ; U then asked the Captain



what would be gained by his resignation: Why not do the most useful part



i i



~



.



6( return as commanded by the Pacific The Captain , at last , to every ones joy consented 6( the resignation was withdrawn . 9



'



i



FitzRoy ' s letter to Beaufort had not got as far as the next ship out of



1



Valparaiso .



: ;



i



III While this shipboard drama was going on , Darwin made his own lightning



.



plans As soon as he heard of FitzRoy' s resignation , he decided to leave the



Beagle for good . He would examine the Andes properly and return to Endand from Buenos Aires . His recent bout of homesickness made the



:



i



settled calm of The Mount seem very attractive : " would this not have been a



fine excursion 8( in 16 months I should have been with you all ? ' The lure of



i : /i



~



1



being on his way home far outweighed any regret at FitzRoy' s misfortune - a thought in itself surprising and rather shaming , brought about by prolonged



ill health and a wish for Shropshire , he hoped a iew days later, instead oi



ii



i



.



:



,



:-



i



ingratitude .



_i



As it was , Darwin felt relieved when the captain took back his customary



;



position , more so when Wickham persuaded FitzRoy to abandon any inten-



:



lions to return to Tierra del Fuego . A far more manageable plan was devised



i



j



: ,



i



incorporating the welcome idea of surveying the coast of Chile as quickly as



.



possible and turning into the broad Pacific Ocean as soon as they could For



the first time , there seemed to be a real prospect of returning to En



'



Ti



the not so distant future . This news , relayed to Darwin still in bed at ~



Corfield' s house , " has done me more good than a pint of Medicin ? '



.i



iii



and in



i



/



- /i



i



: ~



There was little enough good humour to share around . FitzRoy's spirits



~



i



were still so low after his illness that it was hard for Darwin - himself tired



1



and depressed- to remain equable in the face of the captain' s moods . Only a few days after Darwin resumed to the ship from Corfield' s house the two of them argued



.



party on board ship to thank all the local residents who had helped him in



recent months . Darwin saw no need under the circumstances .



_.



;



FitzRoy complained bitterly about feeling obliged to give a



ii



.i



i /i : ';j.1 /:



;



i



He then burst out into a fury, declaring that 1 was the sort of man who would receive any favours and make no return . I got up and. left the cabin without saying a word , and returned to Conception [ actually Valparaiso ]



i~iiia /



iijii
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where 1 was then lodging . After a few days 1 came back to the ship and was received by the Captain as cordially as ever, for the storm had by that time quite blown over. The first Lieutenant , however, said to me : " Confound



you , philosopher, 1 wish you would not quarrel with the skipper; the day



you left the ship 1 was dead- tired ( the ship was refitting) and he kept me



"



walking the deck till midnight abusing you all the time . ' o As FitzRoy apologetically



said to Beaufort , " Mr Darwin has been ill , as



:"



well as myself, though from a different cause '



After these tired and emotional outbursts , it was really only the dramatic impact of experiencing volcanoes and earthquakes in action that set FitzRoy and Darwin back on their mental feet again . When the Beagle, with both of



them aboard , sailed along the coast towards Chiloi , they saw two volcanoes erupt and soon afterwards experienced a major earthquake



.



All Darwin' s



thoughts about returning home evaporated and he hastily gathered up the remnants of his most ardent geological desires . Witnessing such powerful forces at work was galvanising



.



He wanted desperately to work out the



causes of these , nature' s most " terrible effects . " The main volcanic eruption took place in southern Chile at the beginning of 18 3 5 while the Beagle men were surveying the large offshore island of Chiloi



.



For ten weeks the crew had admired the scenic effects of the mountains as seen from the island , finding the interplay of clouds and colours far more



rewarding than their rain - sodden work at the instruments . It was peculiar, noted Darwin , that from their vantage point the range appeared semicircular because of visual distortion . The most prominent peak they could see was



Mount Osorno , standing out in dark relief against the night sky some seven thousand feet high , its perfect , snow- covered cone inspiring FitzRoy to commission an appropriately sublime drawing from Martens : almost his last commission from FitzRoy before he left the Beagle to travel and then to settle in Australia in 1835



.



This " most beautiful mountain" delighted them all at



Christmas time by " spouting out volumes of smoke : '



Then in January , Osorno and its nearest companions in the range began



.



giving signs of preparing to do more than merely smoke Far away, still safely



surveying on Chiloi , the men of the Beagle watched .



The eruption when it came lit up the water with a long bright shadow . " 1t



.



was a very magnificent sight , " Darwin gloated Borrowing FitzRoy 's telescope ,



he could see huge lumps of stone in the middle of the "great red light," giant dark dare of objects ejected and falling down



.



Most of the ship ' s



its ludlence most stayed on deck until three o ' clock that night watching the earth at awe- inspiring Towards morning the volcano " seemed to have



. .



regained its composure ' Seeing l a full volcanic eruption was astonishing to Darwin , bringing home



"
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to him the vulnerability of the ship and its passengers



.



The earth never



appeared less benign; and Darwin abruptly came to appreciate the underlying ferocity of nature and the way in which the world was merely a temporary refuge for mankind



.



Intensely powerful geological forces like these



created fear and respect . Nature , he recognised , was not just a pleasant



.



.



afternoon in Valparaiso or Cambridge It was breathtakingly all - powerful He



could hardly bear to think he might miss something still more spectacular after they had left the area , and he gave elaborate instructions to Charles Dougas , a kindly Endish surveyor living on Chiloi , for recording further



eruptions . ' ]



Doudas' s information was preempted by the earthquake that followed a few weeks after. By then the Beagle had moved on to the small town of Valdivia on the Chilean coast , where everyone , Darwin included , welcomed the congenial



social whirl that the local intendant provided for them . Darwin filled the time with shopping and short excursions into the surrounding hills



.



He also



attended the intendant' s ball , where he noticed the ladies' ability to blush when they flirted- a modesty which the pretty girls on Chiloi , he cynically



commented , had not yet acquired .



Walking in the forest around Valdivia a day or two after this ball , Darwin was forced to confront the question of how far he truly believed in Lyell' s moving crust of the earth . Up until then he rarely thought of these move-



.



ments as something potentially real Blithely , and perhaps understandably in



view of his origins in the solid British shires , he assumed the earth was firm



under his feet . But all his residual assumptions about the earth' s stability dissolved in an instant : This day has been most remarkable in the annals of Valdivia for the most severe earthquake which the oldest inhabitants can remember.- Some who were at Valparaiso during the dreadful one of 181 ~ , say this was as powerful .- I can hardly credit this , 8( must think that in earthquakes as in



.



gales of wind , the last is always the worst I was on shore 8c lying down in



the wood to rest myself . It came on suddenly dc lasted two minutes (but appeared much longer) . The rocking was most sensible; the undulation



appeared both to me 6( my servant to travel from due East . There was no difficulty in standing upright; but the motion made me giddy .- I can



compare it to skating on very thin ice or



to the motion of a ship in a little



.



cross ripple An earthquake like this at once destroys the oldest associations;



the world , the very emblem of all that is solid , moves beneath our feet like a crust over a Buid; one second of time conveys to the mind a strange idea



.



of Insecurity , which hours o1 reflectioll would llever create Ire tile foe



;



breeze Imoved ~ lo ; ed the tile trees , I1 tei felt, the earth tremble , but saw no consequence



from it .- At the town where nearly all the officers were , the scene was



T



i-@



1gers



.



The earth never



A IQeeu Mistress



i~



more awful ; all the houses being built of wood , none actually fell 8( but



:



4



i



appreciate the underly-



ld was merely a tempo-



z8 5



few were injured . '



i Covington thought the sensation was something like a ship " in a gentle



.



seaway? ' The trees waved to and fro , and the water " came up of a sudden " l5



The other officers and residents exchanged excited reports during the rest of the day, and towards nightfall Darwin and FitzRoy compiled a fairly complete picture of what had happened , confirming the direction of the shock waves and establishing the accuracy of statementi about unusual tidal movements . Some weaker follow- on shocks which occurred later in the evening felt disturbingly as though the Beagle were touching bottom .



Much more havoc was apparent when they called at Concepcibn , further



.



up the coast The town was razed: " nothing more than piles 8( lines of



bricks , tiles 8( timbers - it is absolutely true there is not one house left habitable ? ' A tidal wave had strewn timber, furniture , and other wreckage



.



over the ruins " Besides chairs, tables, bookshelves 8( c 6cc in great numbers , there were several roofs of cottages almost entire , store houses had been burst open , 8( in all parts great bags of cotton , Yerba , 6( other valuable



merchandise were scattered about . " 16 One small islet in the harbour showed



.



the physical effects almost as clearly The ground was riven by cracks nearly



a yard wide , and where the earth was soft , large masses had fallen in . Harder rocks were shattered into small fragments . " I believe this earthquake has



done more in degrading or lessening the size of the island , than



I



oo years of



ordinary wear 8( tear," Darwin recorded .



Surveying the desolated township and shattered rocks , Darwin braced



himself to work out the pattern of geological forces responsible for the destruction . He found it the " most awful yet interesting spectacle" he had ever beheld



.



Over the days afterwards he pieced together an account that suggested the earthquake had reverberated across four hundred miles of countryside with Concepcibn more or less at the centre . Shock waves came roughly from



the east , leaving cracks running in a north- to - south direction where ,



s



Darwin supposed , the tops of the undulations had been . Reports filtered in



that the volcano of Antuco , a little to the north of Concepcidn ,



had also been



very active and that there had been more than one tidal wave , possibly even



three , the last of which drowned cattle grazing at the head of the bay



.



Actually, as FitzRoy afterwards recorded in the Beagle' s logbook , all the



volcanoes in the area, from Antuco



to Osorno , were active to some degree



immediately after the earthquake . 17



I he remains of the Catholic cathedral were to Darwin the most morbid y tnteresting sight of all . The magnificent frontage which had originally faced



:
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northeast was now " the grandest pile of ruins 1 ever saw? ' The side walls were left standing , for the shock waves were apparently so specific in



direction that only the front collapsed , sheared off from the others " as if done by a chisel ? '



There



must have been some secondary twisting , noted



Darwin , since the square ornaments on the coping were turned sideways .



I have not attempted to give any detailed description of the appearance of Concepcion , for 1 feel it is quite impossible to convey the minded feelings with which one beholds this spectacle . - Several of the officers visited it before me ; but their strongest language failed to communicate a just idea of the desolation . - It is a bitter & humiliating thing to see works which have cost men so much time & labour overthrown in one minute ; yet compas -



sion for the inhabitants is almost instantly forgotten by the interest excited in finding that state of things produced at a moment of time which one is accustomed to attribute to a succession of ages .- To my mind since



leaving England we have scarcely beheld any one other sight so deeply interesting . The Earthquake & Volcano are parts of one of the greatest



phenomena to which this world is subject . ' 8 One other phenomenon was very noticeable to Darwin and FitzRoy . The



main beach in Concepcion harbour and the islets of Santa Maria and Quiriquina seemed to have been elevated above the previous high- water mark- or the sea had receded . Here was an opportunity for FitzRoy to use his instrumen -



tal skills to good effect , and he spent several days making finely calibrated



.



measurements of the heights of various levels and landmarks His observations ,



along with the "visible evidence of dead shell- fish , water- marks , and soundings ,



and



...



Si



the verbal testimony of the inhabitants ," led him to state that the land



was raised nearly eight feet above its previous level . Two months later, when a curious visitor to the Beagle questioned his results , FitzRoy made an impromptu return for more measurements and



concluded that the effect was permanent .



Believing he was right on both counts , FitzRoy settled down to prepare a comprehensive report on the earthquake , gathering together the different bulletins sent in to the British consul at Concepcion and collecting his own information from ship captains and responsible government officials in the area . Since British scientists yearned for authoritative first- hand documents



like these , authenticated by a reliable Endishman on the scene , FitzRoy lost no time in sending a report to Francis Beaufort with the wish that it should be passed on to Lyell to see " if it would be useful to the Geological Society,"



and part of his report was read to the Geological Society some six months later on 18 November 1835 . ' 9 He also sent an eight- page memorandum detailing his evidence for elevation and its probable cause in localised vol -



canic activity- just the thing to please Lyell and a reflection once again of the



;



i -:iHiiiji



i_
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aw? ' The side walls
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interest FitzRoy took in understanding geology in an essentially Lyellian



fashion . Not surprisingly, Lyell , who was the president of the Geological



: ntly so specific in



*



larythe twisting others, noted " as if



naval Society captain that year was, reading was gratified and acting to receive on histhe work papers : he was pleased that a at such a distance as well as



~



turned sideways .



taking the trouble to substantiate one of his most crucial theoretical points ;



le



*minded feelings nce



of



and he wrote soon afterwards to Beaufort asking him to get the next passing



Admiralty man to etch marks in the rocks at Concepcibn so that a measure



it



of future movement might be made . FitzRoy ' s heights were an invaluable



*



officers visited licate a just idea oe



starting point . And though the sheets of information arrived too late to be



works which have



read as an



official communication at one of the Geological Society' s winter



inute ; yet compas -



meetings , Lyell went on to praise FitzRoy 's efforts in his presidential address



:he interest excited



delivered in February 1836



. time



such a conclusive proof of recent land elevations FitzRoy ' s memorandum y y g z e forpublication in March



. 20



He was keen to advertise what seemed to be



.



which one is



er sight so deeply



8 I



~



;



3



62t



~ ne of the greatest
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vin and FitzRoy The



Quite content to let FitzRoy concentrate on this public documentation of the



Maria and Quiriquina



earthquake' s effects , Darwin allowed himself to speculate wildly about the



l - water



mark- or the



different phenomena he was directly experiencing



.



It seemed as if Lyell ' s



:o use his instrumen -



scheme , already familiar to him in book form , was being acted out in front of



zing finely calibrated



his eyes . Abstract theory suddenly materialised into a striking geological



rks .



His



observations ,



narks , and soundings , I



performance , complete with sound effects and movement



~ i



~



to state that the land



movements of rock melted by the earth ' s internal heat , elevation , earthquakes , and volcanic activity represented a chain of events stretching through geological



~



:eagle questioned his



~i



e measurements and



i



..



Indeed , Lyell ' s Ptinciples laid out the framework . Set in motion by the



time and over a large geographical area . If eruption was suppressed , argued Lyell ,



liquid



rock under the crust would be forced against the roof of its



.



reservoir, raising and shaking the land overhead When the melted matter



ed down to prepare a



cooled and solidified - as all igneous material eventually did - the land surface would remain permanently elevated until the next bout of underground



ogether the different



~



1d collecting his own



~



activity. Lyell 's proposals therefore accounted for the fact that volcanoes and



nment officials in the



i



mountain chains were often associated with evidence of raised landscapes



first- hand documents



i



and why such regions were typically fractured by earthquakes . He also



1e scene , FitzRoy lost



;. ; -



explained the presence of granite at the core of existing mountains as a



wish that it should



i



natural result of consolidation after elevation



Society ," Geological iety some six months



i



st - page



i



le



*



memorandum



;



Darwin' s achievement was to provide the first detailed information supporting and extending these essentially theoretical assumptions , supple-



'



i



: ause in localised vol-



";



:tion once again of the



j



menting Lyellian dynamics with his own case histories drawn from the southem hemisphere . Darwin came to believe that if the volcanoes of a mountain range were in some way connected deep below the surface they
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Beagle finally left South America in September 1835 : "We



;



i



~ ii



shall go round the world llke a Flying Dutchman , 6( without doubt



BHE



if this was the third instead of the fifth year the cruise



would be delightful ," Darwin told Susan . " I am quite impa-



trent to get into a glowing hot climate ? '



*



The prospect made him " twice as fat



happy" as he had been for some months before With thoughts



1 ii



;iii



.



like these running through his head , it was good to



.



1



i:



;



;



ii i



~ iii



contemplate the immediate outlook The first port of call was the Galipagos



Islands , a small cluster of fifteen or so islets straddling the equator some six



iii



;



hundred miles off the coast of tropical Ecuador. No one who went there ,



i



Darwin later said, could ever forget them ; nor did he . The archipelago was remarkable, a " little world within itself?' There , he respecthally acknowledged ,



" we seem



i



'



..



ii



to be brought somewhat near to that great fact - that mystery of



mysteries - the first appearance of new beings on thls earth ? '



.



Darwin himself was only too ready to pay tribute to the strangeness of the



1; _



)1



i



islands and the role they played in formulating his evolutionary theories .



They famously became 'ihis" islands, their name inextricably tied to Darwin' s throughout his life and beyond .



i:



Yet even Darwin found it difficult to disentande his subsequent views



from his actual experiences on the Galipagos : from what he thought about the animal life around him at the time ; and what he at first hoped to see



1 ~i



there . In this regard , it is often forgotten just how intently he looked forward to investigating the geology of the island



.



Much of his anticipation was



.



admittedly the effect of having left South America for good He was longing for a change in scenery and different activities to occupy his time . But his scientific interest was fully engaged as well because the islands
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promised a new kind of geological situation . First of all , they were islands , not continental landmasses . The group was of volcanic origin and , he



thought , geologically recent . Mountainous and studded with craters , the landscape was said to be composed entirely of volcanic rocks in various stages of decomposition , and at least two of the larger islands were covered



with sheets of naked lava , signifying continuing geological activity . Only a



few years previously the Endish naval captain George Byron ( uncle of the poet) reported seeing a volcano that " burns day and night" and lava pouring onto the bubbling sea . A well - thumbed copy of Byron' s account of his voyage round the world told the Beagle men that the archipelago presented as wild and desolate a scene as imagination could picture: the place was like a new creation



.'



" I look forward with joy 8( interest to this ," gloated Darwin



happily to Henslow , " both as being somewhat nearer to England , 8c for the



sake of having a good look



at an active Volcano



.- Although



we have seen



Lava in abundance , I have never yet beheld the Crater: ' l For Darwin , phenomena such as these suggested one thing only: new land



.



was being brought into existence The geological forces he envisaged raising



the South American continent and fuelling the processes of mountain build-



.



ing were , he thought, manifested here as a series of volcanic eruptions At first hidden on the seafloor, these lava flows must have accumulated steadily



around each vent , eventually emerging above the surface of the water as



steeply inclined volcanic cones . Perhaps the process was accelerated by a



general elevation of the seabed , thought Darwin , since elevation often accom -



.



panied eruption Where there had once been " unbroken ocean" there was now a constellation of new islands exposed to whatever the sea and sky



.



brought along In the Galipagos , Darwin could examine the origins of new land and judge the path of its subsequent history; he could study the effects of denudation and weathering and assess the rate at which base rock disinte -



grated into soil; he could witness the transformation of the earth' s raw materials into a fully diversified topography . This was the very stuff of



Lyellian geology . " I look forward to the Galapagos with more interest than any other part of the voyage , "



he wrote to Fox . ' ~ They abound with Volca-



noes 8( I should hope contain Tertiary strata . " 3



Of course , he also welcomed the chance to investigate the animal and plant life of the archipelago . Island populations were fascinating things at any time , and the Galipagos were known to possess a rich variety of species thar



.



lived nowhere else on the dobe It might be possible to see how animals and plants colonised new lands , how bare rock was clothed and peopled with



living organisms . Lyell had written at length on the problem of accounting



for the origins of island species in the second volume of his Principles . Was it by immigration from other nearby areas ? Or did new land have new species ?
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future of his argument , L) all the problems in classifi
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other theories of evoluti resolve .
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Everything Darwin had
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i Certainly , Lyell said , quoting from James Cowles Prichard ' s Physical History



1 il
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of Mankind, there were no large animals on isolated oceanic islands like the Galipagos , because it was too far for them to be washed by currents or for



.



their transport on natural rafts There was little evidence to suggest to Lyell



~ ~ 1~



that such remote islands were once connected to the mainland , although
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that



varY~ ng within itself, it n (
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THE



GALAPAGO S



special religious meani g



did seem part of the answer for islands closer to continental landmasses .



Lyell' s point that most an



.



barriers allowed them to was wrong about there n (



islands were notable for saw1 the



Salt water, Lyell went on to say , often presented an insuperable barrier to



.



~



Darwin ' s Interpretation



1



fundamental biological q



: 1



terrestrial species , especially mammals , with the exception of flying animals



big lizards or igu



the giant tortoises from w



i



1



like birds and bats . 4



which would , he thought Added to this , he was a



Most emphatically of all , Lyell roundly condemned the notion that trans-



I



mutation could account for the connections and differences between various



~



earlier travellers- the land~



animals and plants distributed over the globe on islands and continents . The



I



whole thrust of his careful assessment of geographical distribution patterns was to contradict the idea of transmutation , which he considered impossible



:



1n 1835 the Galipagos Isl



in practical terms as well as theologically subversive . Two kinds of elephants



- ~ i J~



had annexed them three



in different countries, two or three species of monkey scattered over the



~ i ' l; ~ J



i- Ja



them closely with Spanis generally called the lslas



iis



sense of being bewitched



:,



Indian islands , were , to him , the natural result of organisms being created



ideally suited to their situations . To allow any kind of self- generated change ,



i



he argued , undermined the orderly hierarchy of nature and cut away any



Htit ~



"



~



tom island to island becar



ISIdNd
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~ Special religious meaning from the separate status oi mankind . A given



1



species had a real existence in nature , he insisted , and although frequent y



varying within itselE, it never transiormed itselE into anything that could be called a new species



. .



There could be no doubt about Lyell ' s target His severest attacks were



reserved for the transmutationary scheme proposed by Lamarck some twenty years earlier. Point by point , he worked his way through Lamarck' s scheme , arguing that it was false on every level . He paused only to criticise English



geologists foolish enough to assume anything like a progressive sequence oE organisms in the fossil record



.



The onslaught ended with a withering



remark- an effective Lyellian tactic much used elsewhere - aimed at reducing Lamarck and his theory to terminal oblivion . The French naturalist , he cried



I



I



in astonishment , would have people believe that a small gelatinous body was capable of being transformed into an oak or an ape ; and that the orang- utan



f



could slowly " attain the attributes and dignity oE man :



"



For one who



believed in the divine creation oE human beings , the thought oE an orang under his skin was inconceivable . Nevertheless , and unEortunately for the



Euture oE his argument , Lyell in conducting it set out a detailed summary oE



all the problems in classiEication , distribution , anatomy, and philosophy that other theories oE evolution - Darwin' s included- eventually attempted to resolve .



Everything Darwin had seen up till then went to confirm in his own mind



I



Lyell' s point that most animals and plants spread only as Ear as geographical barriers allowed them to . But he already knew that Lyell ( or rather Prichard ) was wrong about there not being large land animals on the Galipagos . The i



k



~slands were notable for the saw, the big lizards or iguanas



' udiest living creatures" Captain Byron ever



.



special to that location Moreover, there were



the giant tortoises Erom which the islands took their name



.



Darwin' s interpretation of the geology of this region therefore raised fundamental biological questions even before he landed , the answers to which would , he thought , reinEorce his overall theory oE land movements



.



Added to this , he was agog to see the monstrous animals chronicled by



Ii; ;i



earlier travellers - the land anj se



si; i ?
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dragons oE a former age
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had annexed them three years before . Their past history, however, linked
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h 1835 the Galipagos Islands belonged to the new state oE Ecuador, which
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6lem closely with Spanish and English adventurers , and they were more
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8enerally called the Islas Encantadas on old sea charts- enchanted in the ewitched , as sailing ships had difficulty making headway Ind because oE powerEul currents in the straits . Separated by
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these deep and narrow sea channels



,



the islands were mostly in sight of one



ing fish from heights of



I



another. The climate was noticeably moderate , thanks to the blend of ocean



i



the bushes a few yards



water from the warm west and cold south , and the animals and plants



3



unaccustomed to hume



presented a curious amalgam of arctic and tropical forms e Darwin noted



i



or four feet of Darwin



with astonishment how penguins , fur seals , and sea lions lived side by side



I



~



.



i



with tropical birds , flying fish , cacti , and flamingoes As far as he knew there



t



obbed at them . Darwin g gun and Phillip Gidley



had never been any aboriginal human population .



1



thought he was a gahipd



.



J



beard



Pacific voyagers and pirates since William Dampier' s buccaneering day had



j



Oddest of all were the



depended on them for fresh food and water, and particularly for the tortoises ,



the edge of the sea like so



which would stay alive and fat in a ship ' s hold for months on end . Sealing



~ i ~ I



lizard known to Darwin ,



.



By then , too , the islands' natural advantages were widely appreciated



and whaling fleets visited regularly to stock up with these ready- packed provisions , sixty to seventy vessels a year, recorded Darwin , sufficient to



.
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lived for five years on Charles Island in lieu of an Ecuadorian governor; pigs



~



and goats were for sale; letters could be sent . Every passing captain called in



,



:



from which he took any letters he thought he might be able to forward . One whaler coming through not long abler the Beagle' s visit had Herman Melville on board , and his impressions of the " Encantadas" are part of the saga of the



great white whale . "Little but reptile life is here found , " wrote Melville .
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tials they were land anim



they did not like being ir
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in the captain's opinion . The two agreed
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contents , a smelly job tha



told his diary, to discover seaweed .



;



circular pits , fumaroles , stacks , and chimneys made it a port of call suitable



Yet they had a remarkably good time after anchoring in the bay Fish ,



win then proceeded to d



stokes' s chart table to thf



;~



;



Dismal heaps of broken lava , piles of cinders , large



J
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;



for Vulcan .



1



hey are as bla



with Icing and Covingto



:



" what we might imagine the cultivated parts of the Infernal regions to be ? ' It



."



]



y



like an ocean of stony waves , giving way to a low horizon of black cones:



of Wolverhampton



.



e r pn. 7



He threw one into the wa



Everything was black,



it reminded them of the smoky industrialised Midlands , " the Iron furnaces



Llzards



_ Th
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Darwin noticed in surprise . The beach was black lava , bucked and rippled



was a shore " fit for Pandemonium , "



company here caught f rocks on the beach are fr



The . guanas' feeding



"The



~;



.



These islands appear p ;



; '



i



chief sound of life is a hiss ? '



The Beagle came up to Chatham Island first



.



three kinds of Turtles ,



justify small settlements on one or two of the islands A British official had



at Post Office Bay on Charles Island , where a box was set up on the beach



~



:
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sharks , and turtles swarmed around the ship , "popping up their heads in all



With Covington in



to1



geology of the northern p the volcanic craters were ,



and now little more than



parts ? ' Fishing made everyone very merry, wrote Darwin : there was loud



i il~



.



laughter and the heavy flapping of fish on every side After a hearty dinner,



. ~1



they all went on shore to catch tortoises , broadly joking in the launch about



disappointing too , mostly



and insignificant , he comp



;



Circle than an equatorial i further inland . In between



who was likely to lih up and carry the biggest .



~ji1 iil



Darwin saw no tortoises of any size , small or large , that day as he walked



.



for several miles along the coast , collecting as he went The birds intrigued



"



him , especially the red - footed booby, which perched in the trees on



'iij



inappropriately webbed feet . Blue- footed boobies swooped and dived , catch-



1iiiB ~
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ous paths , something like



strongy suggestive of a m ; weighty feet .



Turning up one of these



ing fish from heights of eighty feet or more , and tiny yellow warblers filled the bushes a few yards away from the seashore . These birds were so unaccustomed to human beings that they hopped up to within three or four feet of Darwin and his companion , undeterred by pebbles gently



.



lobbed at them Darwin pushed a large hawk off the end of a branch with his



gun , and Phillip Gidley Icing caught a dove in his hat . They must have



thought he was a gald )ago, Darwin told Icing , hiding a smile behind his beard .



~



Oddest of all were the seagoing iguanas . They swarmed over the rocks by



the edge of the sea like so many rats , although much larger. Unlike any other



lizard known to Darwin , they went into the sea to feed . These islands appear paradises for the whole family of Reptiles . Besides



three kinds of Turtles , the Tortoise is so abundant that a singe ship ' s company here caught from 5oo - 8oo in a short time . - The black Lava



rocks on the beach are frequented by large ( t - 3 ft) most disgusting , clumsy Lizards . They are as black as the porous rocks over which they crawl 8(



seek their prey from the sea .- Somebody calls them " imps of darkness : '



- They assuredly well become the land they inhabit . 7 The iguanas' feeding habits fascinated Darwin throughout the visit



.



He threw one into the water time after time until he was convinced - along with Icing and Covington , dubiously watching in the background - that they did not like being in the sea any longer than necessary . In all essen -



tials they were land animals merely taking their meals in the ocean . Dar-



win then proceeded to dissect several specimens to identify the stomach contents , a smelly job that quickly obliged him to shift the operation from Stokes' s chart table to thf rocks ashore



.



He was interested , he defensively



told his diary, to discover that the iguanas were vegetarians and ate only seaweed



.



With Covington in tow , Darwin spent two more days exploring the



.



geology of the northern part of Chatham Island He was disappointed that



the volcanic craters were entirely inert , seemingly burnt out centuries ago



and now little more than rings of ashes . The thin , weedy vegetation was disappointing too , mostly leafless shrubs and a handful of flowers so udy and insignificant , he complained , that they would better become the Arctic Circle than an equatorial island



.



Still , some unusual species of cacti grew



.



farther inland In between the cinders and the cacti lay the tortoises' ponder-



ous paths , something like goat tracks , wrote Darwin , if they were not so



strongly suggestive of a main road tamped down by the regular passage of weighty feet . Turning up one of these inviting paths , he at last met tortoises face to face .
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One was preoccupied in eating a cactus , and he took the opportunity to



i



measure its circumference at seven feet; the other did not care for his and



I
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Covington' s attempts to gauge its weight by heaving at its shell and gave



I



them a i ' deep 8( loud hiss" before staggering off . It was an entirely Cyclo-



i



penn scene , Darwin fantasised



.



i



" Surrounded by the black lava , the leaBess



shrubs 8( large cacti , they appeared most old- fashioned antediluvian animals;



or rather inhabitants of some other planet? ' Unlike most tortoises , they did



i



not withdraw into their shell . Like the birds , they showed little fear of human



beings . FitzRoy soon moved the Beagle to Charles Island , where there was a small



Ecuadorian penal colony under the eye of Nicholas Lawson , the official British resident . Darwin only managed to ascend the central mountain in the



four days that FitzRoy stayed there . Yet he found evidence confirming that the lava forming this island originally erupted under water, although so long



ago that it presented a much smoother surface than on the other islets , and had weathered into soil supporting a more copious plant life . Not since Brazil , he remarked , had he seen such tropical vegetation . But there were



notable differences in thy way the trees were draped with long wispy lichens instead of lianas and an odd lack of insects .



The sensation of isolation up on the mountain was overwhelming . "The



inhabitants here live a sort of Robinson Crusoe life , " he remarked; " the houses are very simple , built of poles 8( thatched with grass ,- part of their time is employed in hunting the wild pigs 8( goats with which the woods 8 It was abound ; from the climate , agriculture requires but a small portion ? '



i



interesting to hear that this island once had had a Robinson Crusoe of its



:



own , one Patrick Watkins from Ireland , a refugee from civilisation who had



arrived early in the nineteenth century before any of the Ecuadorian settlers



:



.



Watkins built a crude hut and managed to grow crops of potatoes and other vegetables , which he exchanged for rum with passing ships , mainly whalers



:



i~



.
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His appearance was wretched , reported Captain Porter of the United States



:



Navy in 1815 : his red hair and beard were matted , his skin burnt , and he was



.



so wild and savage he filled everyone with horror He once abducted a Negro



:



sailor from an American ship to serve as a Man Friday , although the sailor got the better of him and escaped .



'
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Darwin was alert to the evocative imagery such a tale of privation and



:



.



:



.;



j



isolation could convey The account of Crusoe' s shipwreck and his meagre



;



existence had struck many chords as the Beagle passed through the harshest



1ii;i



regions of South America . During the first voyage of the Beagle, FitzRoy had



H; i ii



even brieBy been to Juan Fernindez , the Pacific island where Alexander



Selkirk , the original castaway on whom Defoe based his book , had lived alone for five years . The power of the story underpinned much of Darwin's



;
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.



imaginative involvement with his own Beagle voyage Islands and castaways



coloured the final , seagoing period of his journey as dramatically as geological elevation dominated the land- based , continental part .



'



o



Crusoe' s self- contained world had been built up with material saved from



.



his shipwreck Already sensitive to the problems of geographical distribution



presented by the species he was seeing on the Galipagos , Darwin began to otsam



wonder if the animals and plants might be in turn a sort of living ~



from South America , surviving as castaways . Perhaps every species on the



islands was its own kind of Robinson Crusoe , making do with what it found ? He industriously collected all the organisms he could and pondered how



.



they had got there "It will be very interesting ," he told himself, future comparison to what district or



" to



find from



' centre of creation' the organized



beings of this archipelago must be attached : ' " Darwin' s souvenir from the Galipagos reflected the same tenor of opportunism . He acquired a fearsome-



looking pipe made out of the legbone of an albatross . Unused , like most



souvenirs , this accompanied him back to England . Lz Moving on to Albemarle Island , the Beagle men found it distinctive for possessing a second , completely land- based iguana- another hideous animal ,



explained Darwin in his notebooks , coloured orange , red , and yellow, with spines along the back , and a facial expression that resulted in a " singularly



stupid appearance ? ' Like the sea lizards , it was vegetarian



.



It was not



uncommon , though at first startling , to see two or three of them some way up a tree browsing on leaves , their tails danging



.



These lizards were just as tame- or phlegmatic - as the other iguanas , and



the temptation to tease them was irresistible . Darwin waited till one was half



.



buried in a burrow before pulling its tail "At this it was greatly astonished ,



and soon shushed up to see what was the matter; and then stared me in the ce , as much to say , What made you pull my tail ?"



~ James Island was the last . FitzRoy left Darwin on shore with Benjamin Bynoe and three other men while he went off to survey the northernmost



.



islands From the Sth to the Iyth of October, Darwin crisscrossed the island , searching out many of the specimens that later posed the evolutionary puzzle - and then supplied its key . Even without this , the interior had hardly



.



been explored before The fauna and flora of the wet central uplands of all



the islands , for instance , were virtually unknown in European scientific



5ac



es . Darwin and



BynoL' s trip up into the mountains consequently resulted



.



in two uniquely valuable plant collections They also found many tropical ~



ferns and epiphytes dripping with condensed vapour from the clouds hanging over the peak . Among them flew mockingbirds , doves , and a number of finches



.



Darwin had already collected some of the Galipagos birds from a pond



"
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or birds cactuses were very , anddiverse mostlyinstayed their habits on the Some ground lived , whereas exclusively otherson occupied plant seeds



~



trees and ate either insects or leaves



the



~



. All of them possessed beaks appropriate
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to their diet long and pointed or compact and heavy Darwin divided them



,



into separate subfamilies on the basis of these beaks , as most field naturalists



i
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'



would have done , calling some " Grosbeaks , " others "Fringilla" (true finches) , and putting the cactus - eaters into the category " Icterus , " a separate family including orioles and blackbirds . Just how far he was misled by their confus-



V



ing characteristics is illustrated by his misclassification of the warbler- like



bird resident on the islands as a " wren :



"



)



He did not have any reason to



think that some varieties might live only on particular islands , or that their idiosyncratic beaks might suggest some sort of evolutionary differentiation



J 1
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In fact , Darwin later stated that the possibility of the different islands'



1



possessing separate species was only drawn to his attention by Nicholas Lawson . Lawson informed him that " the tortoises differed from the different



1



islands , and that he could with certainty tell from which island any one was



g



brought " - their shells were characteristically flanged or flared according to



their home location . The evidence for this percipience , as FitzRoy noted ,



.



was scattered around Lawson' s garden in the shape of flower pots " I did not



for some time pay sufficient attention to this statement , " said Darwin; " and I



had already partially minded together the collections from two of the islands : ' Even when taking a ride on a tortoise lumbering up the hill to water,



he failed to notice anything distinctive about its shell . All he discovered was



d 1 I 1 1 g



.



the creature' s extreme slowness - about four miles a day , he calculated "I never dreamed that islands , about fifty or sixty miles apart , and most of them



J



in sight of each other, formed of precisely the same rocks , placed under a



i



quite similar climate , rising to a nearly equal height , would have been 4 Oddly enough , the differences between the islands



differently tenanted ?



"



seemed to be an obsession with Lawson



.



1



~ When the French naval captain



Abel Dupetit- Thouars called at the Galipagos a few years later, in too was told all about



-



"les diffirentes productions de



cette



ne" by the



I
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Darwin did , however, notice that the mockingbirds he collected from Charles and Chatham islands were different from each other, which made



him pay particular attention to the ones he saw on James , finding these different yet again . They were all apparently related to another species he had seen in several places in South America . In his field notes he commented:



" This bird which is so closely allied to the Thenca of Chili (Callandra of B
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Ayres ) is singular from existing as varieties or distinct species in the different



ft



Isds . - I have four specimens from as many Isds .- There will be found to be
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variaks 1
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is constant in ks own Island. - This is a



parallel fact to the one mentioned about the Tortoises ? " 6 Neither this point nor Lawson' s information about the tortoises' shells stopped him in his tracks . Darwin found it interesting but not problematic ,



and saw no reason at the time to collect or make notes about island variants , even when he had the opportunity to study them closely . Though well aware



of transmutationary schemes , both through Lyell's writings and further back in time through his acquaintance with Robert Grant of Edinburgh and his own grandfather' s expansive theories , he felt no sudden need to think about



the possibility of evolution . He experienced no legendary moment of revelation .



.



Other more pressing thoughts occupied his mind Pushing his way through



the wet leaves of ames Island , he discovered the bleached skull of a ship ' s



i



~



:



.



captain , killed by his mutinous crew ~ Everything spoke to him of isolation . He was wrapped in a cluster of ideas



involving private worlds , aboriginal nature , and hardships overcome . He was Robinson Crusoe , wandering through lands uninhabited by human beings , sleeping rough on bare volcanic rocks . The scarcity of fresh water, the skull , the mad Irish hermit : all these contributed to a powerfully evocative vision of primitive nature . Giant tortoises and outlandish lizards gave it an antedilu -



vian air: the land that time forgot . Relations between humans and the rest of nature were also different here , for the animals were not afraid , treating him as one of themselves . It is no exaggeration to suggest he found on the



Galipagos his own Garden of Eden , in the same way that the Beagle was :



his ark . The irony was that he did not come to understand the meaning of what he saw until long after the ship sailed away from the archipelago



.



III A few more days surveying and the Beagle turned towards Tahiti : a " most charming spot , "



Darwin told Henslow . He felt little inclination to ruminate



.



about the Galipagos Islands The prospect of the South Sea Islands was far



more exciting . For the one and only time on the voyage , he was moved in anticipation to quote Homer. "A new Cytheraea has risen from the ocean , "



he said in a letter home . Only Tahiti was beautiful enough to resemble the island where Aphrodite was born in the foam . His fine sentiment was only slightly spoiled by coming secondhand from the French navigator Bougainville ,



via Admiral Kotzebue , not from his own ill - remembered schooldays . Still, he



had been looking forward



to this part of the voyage for years



.



It was a long passage to Tahiti , the longest of the expedition so far, which



gave Darwin and FitzRoy an opportunity to read all the books on the South Seas that had been sitting unopened on the captain's shelves since leaving
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Plymouth . A break in routine like this was wholly welcome , an indulgent pleasure for the two independently driven companions . Out on the deck in



the sunshine , most of the usual formalities about dress and manners relaxing in the heat , the sails creaking , fresh pork and turtle soup for supper, they



discussed the islanders they were soon to meet and the differing reports given by previous travellers . Like Darwin , FitzRoy had never been this far into the Pacific . He was absorbed by the idea that Polynesians might be the



" eastern ancestors" that Chilean Indians worshipped , and was greatly interested by the prospect of seeing what various missionary activities had made of the moral - or what was more often considered the immoral - situation on the Society Islands generally . Hf relished the chance of following so completely



.



the tracks of Captain Cook Darwin , after contemplating the prospect of a



" boundless ocean for five & twenty entire days" (why did they call it the " Pacific" ocean ? he grumbled) , settled down to dream of wild and beautiful scenery . He wished to make up his own mind about the Tahitians' " moral



state . " Such a judgement , he wrote with some self- awareness , would depend



mostly on what he had previously heard . Both men were interested by the account of Tahiti given by the Russian explorer Otto von Kotzebue , who had last visited the island in 1814 , eleven



years before the arrival of the Beagle .



They were also reading Captain



Beechey' s Narrative oia Voyage to the Pacific ( 1831 ) and classic texts like William EIIis' s important but idealised Polynesian Researches ( 1819 ) , against



;



which Kotzebue was partly reacting . In his book A New Voyage Round the



ii



World ( 183o) , Kotzebue came down heavily against the English missionaries stationed in Tahiti and criticised the general course of Anglican proselytising y narrow in the South Seas . He accused the missionaries of a stultifyin



_



outlook , of having killed the innocent gaiety of the islanders , of an unscrupu~



i



;



iii



lous thirst for power, and of causing strife in the internal affairs of the



-



islands . ' 7 Furthermore , he attacked the London Missionary Society for letting what he called uneducated sailors manage church affairs in the islands , a



i-



_



orders or a university education . ' 8 Most of the South Sea Islands' projects



.



were run by this London Missionary Society , as Kotzebue knew He was a



j1



_



Hiij



,



direct hit at the policy of deploying " mechanic" missionaries without divine



~



ji



ijii . tiiiii .



i



~ iit jji



respected naval explorer, observer, and scientific writer, and his criticisms



were not to be taken lightly . Despite a personal predilection for the rival , strictly establishment Church



Missionary Society ( the London Missionary Society was too low- church for



~lii:j



:



,



iii



ijiii ~



n ~



the captain' s traditional tastes) , FitzRoy wanted to see what English philan-



~ ~ fin



thropy had achieved in the light of Kotzebue' s views , especially since his own -



a



failed project in Tierra del Fuego still smarted painfully . Darwin was alN~ ~ iAi jig$$ ~ concerned by the Russian' s claims , although predisposed to take a much



a~ ~



Pom these verses , the younger Darwin could barely look at a tropical plant without seeing in his imagination undulating Tahitian maidens . His grand-



Ether based his imagery firmly on Cook' s encounter with South Sea Island life



. " How far, Darwin wondered , had things changed since Cook and Banks



arrived to observe the transit of the planet Venus ? Sailing up to Tahiti , FitzRoy and Darwin found little evidence for Kotzebue's



dire claims that the islanders had become a En



*



*



oomy race living in fear of the



ish . Instead , they disembarked into the middle of what they called a



happy, merry throng .



Darwin was charmed : In nothing have I been so much pleased as with the inhabitants . - There is a mildness in the expression of their faces , which at once banishes the idea



of a savage , - 8( an intelligence which shows they are advancing in civilization .- No doubt their dress is incongruous , as yet no settled costume having taken the place of the ancient one



.- But



even in its



present state it is far from being so ridiculous as described by travellers of a few years standing .



. . . The



common people when working , have the



whole of the upper part of their bodies uncovered; 8( it is then that a Tahitian is seen to advantage . - In my opinion , they are the finest men I



have ever beheld ; - very tall , broad- shouldered , athletic , with their limbs



well proportioned . It has been remarked that but little habit makes a darker tint of the skin more pleasing & natural to the eye of a European than his own colour. - To see a white man bathing along side a Tahitian , was like



comparing a plant bleached by the gardeners art , to the same growing in the open fields



. - Most



of the men are tattooed , the ornaments so grace -



fully follow the curvature of the body that they really have a very elegant 8( pleasing effect .



. . . The



simile is a fanciful one , but I thought the body of a



man was thus ornamented like the trunk of a noble tree by a delicate creeper



. lo



Tahitian women , he went on to say, were some way " inferior to the men " : they were in great need of a " becoming costume , " though the habit of



earing a flower in the hair was pretty , he conceded . Strait- laced in words at



least , Darwin must have been the only man ashore , apart from an equally strait- laced FitzRoy, who objected to this flower- decked nudity . Perhaps would have he written more if his diary had not been intended for reading aloud ~
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.



emotional exposure - a way of sidestepping the possibility of Dr Darwin ' s



~ ~



veiled inquiries , of evading his sisters' wish to have him at home , and a useful



.



ploy for missing dull Shrewsbury parties It was also useful for avoiding his new scientific contemporaries before he was ready to see them and perhaps making a fool of himself . He discovered it was much easier to emphasise the



pressure of his scholarly business : so much easier he soon believed it himself . His time was grievously destroyed by visits , he grumbled to a



bewildered Fox from Cambridge . Instead of seeing his old friends , Darwin said ,



his weeks were going to be dedicated to hard scientific work: " I hope to



extract a good many solid hours out of each day . " Even interesting surprises



like FitzRoy' s sudden engagement drew only a work- related groan . Darwin atly refused to satisfy Caroline' s curiosity about the details , which included



~ intriguing rumour of an unnamed child and FitzRoy 's withdrawing its an



promised inheritance . " It is a most inconvenient time to marry , " Darwin impatiently snorted .



In



a (ituality, there was plenty of work to do . The small house in Cam-



.



bridge became Darwin's temporary centre for a storm of industry He fired off letters to specialists in London , sent specimens to and fro , spread his papers out in careful piles over the floor, and frequently went out to see



Henslow , or Sedgwick , or any one of his university acquaintances who might be able to help him



.



" Caroline rather puzzled me , " wrote his elderly



Aunt Sarah in a letter to him in December,



" by saying that you have taken a



lecture room at Cambridge , but I suppose you mean to employ it not exactly in its own line . " ]



Some of these negotiations were unexpectedly complex . Distributing his



specimens was much harder than Darwin anticipated and naturally took precedence over anything else . Sitting at his desk in Cambridge , with Covington



deftly copying manuscripts at his side , Darwin often wondered whom to



proper justice to his collections . In letter after letter he tactfully probed the



contemporary natural history scene , attempting to ascertain the names of the people best suited to his purposes .



;



~:



I



" I find , as you told me ," he complained



to Henslow, " that they are all overwhelmed with their own business ?' He



.



began to think he would have to do the identifications himself In between , he worked hard on a short geological paper to read before a scientific audience at the Geological Society of London on 4 January 1837 , giving " Proofs of recent elevation on the coast of Chili . " During this first appearance as a Lyellian thinker, his new friend Lyell looked on approvindy from



the presidential chair. Just as important as the specimens in the long run was the eEort Darwin put into writing up his Beagle diary for FitzRoy- his proposed volume of



j



aREal Paradise Lost
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natural history remarks which was going to accompany the captain's official narrative of the Beag[e ' s two voyages . FitzRoy had already begun writing his part , not letting marriage or a honeymoon interfere with his schedule , and



Darwin started worrying that his own slowness might delay the publication unnecessarily, as it turned out , since FitzRoy ' s early start quickly tailed off and Darwin' s portion went to the printers long before the captain reached an end . In Cambridge , however, Darwin nervously waited for comments on his



diary from relatives and began soliciting information about his specimens to add to the text . He intended rewriting everything from his Beagle diary in a



better literary style , compressing some parts and expanding others , turning his day- by- day account of the voyage into a consecutive story interlaced with



such scientific details as he could dean before publication . Not surprisingly, Darwin' s intellectual horizons were governed by this work for the next nine months or more . It created the frame into which all his other thoughts and problems had to be slotted .



Writing such a book , moreover, was vital for his own peace of mind .



Looking back over the voyage as an author gave him a wonderful chance to snake sense of what he had seen , of finding unifying themes and achieve ments in the plethora of diverse and scattered observations . Darwin badly



.



needed to decide what he had done with his life for those five years The



voyage had showed him more things than he had ever contemplated at Cambridge , and in ways impossible to conceive beforehand . He knew now that the external world was not the soft green object familiar to Engish eyes . Strong light and dramatic scenery told an altogether harsher tale , and internal



pictures of volcanoes , earthquakes , and human beings dancing on the edge of



savagery were unforgettable reminders that the earth generally eschewed gentleness . He had learned how to think and be independent . He knew about hard-



ship , about empire , about cultural diversity and unity, about scientific persis tence : a breadth of experience few contemporaries of the same age could



.



.



match He had already done more than many men achieved in a lifespan But he felt a tension there too , tension between feeling like a stranger in Britain ,



like a mismatched newcomer whose recent life was full of adventures no one else could share , and his desire to be an acknowledged insider. He wanted to leap into everything opening up before him , to become a scientific star. The



imaginative structure was in position . Yet it was going to take everything he could muster to put his notes and theories into some kind of order



.



.



Reveller- the rat- catcher of his father' s doomy predictions . His book about his tntvels was the construction of his future
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